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This thesis consists of three essays. The first essay investigates the issue of local misspeci-
fication in instrumental variable models. We show that conventional tests often fail to give
accurate inferences when the exogeneity conditions of some instruments are mildly violated.
The sizes of those tests can be considerably distorted due to their non-centrally distributed
test statistics under the null hypothesis. This paper proposes an adjusted score-type test
to correct this size distortion while preserving good discriminatory power. Monte Carlo
experiments are also conducted to demonstrate size improvement using our method. The
second essay provides an improved inference for predictive quantile regressions with per-
sistent predictors and conditionally heteroskedastic errors. Confidence intervals based on
conventional quantile regression techniques are not valid when predictors are highly persis-
tent. Moreover, the conditional heteroskedasticity introduces rather complicated nuisance
parameters in the limit theory, whose estimation errors can be another source of distortion.
We propose a size-corrected bootstrap inference, thereby avoiding the nuisance parameter
estimation. The bootstrap consistency is shown even with the non-stationary predictors
and conditionally heteroskedastic innovations. Our Monte Carlo simulation confirms the
significantly better size performances of the new methods. The empirical exercises on stock
return quantile predictability are revisited. The third essay studies the benefit of using the
adaptive lasso method for predictive quantile regression. The commonly used predictors
in predictive quantile regression typically have various degrees of persistence, and exhibit
different signal strengths in explaining the conditional quantiles of the dependent variable.
We show that the adaptive lasso methods have consistent variable selection and the oracle
properties under the presence of stationary, unit-root and cointegrated predictors. Some
encouraging simulation results are reported.
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Chapter 1




For an instrumental variable (IV) model, the adverse impacts of mildly violated exogeneity
conditions on its inference have become a growing concern in recent literature. The study
of this topic is often referred to as local non-exogeneity (for example, Caner, 2014). It
has recently been found that when instruments do not satisfy the exogeneity conditions,
an inference using conventional tests may fail to have the correct size. See Guggenberger
(2012), Berkowitz, Caner and Fang (2008, 2012), and Caner (2014), among others.
However, few improved methods have offered a robust size performance when instruments
are locally non-exogenous. Therefore, we ask the question: can we develop a size-robust
inference method which is not affected by using some locally non-exogenous instruments?
In this paper, we provide a positive answer to this question.
In this paper, we propose an adjusted score-type test statistic in the framework of the
generalized empirical likelihood (GEL) method. We argue that the size of conventional
score-type test statistics can be greatly distorted in the presence of locally non-exogenous
instruments. As an unfavorable result of size distortion, we may falsely reject the null
hypothesis more often than it is supposed to be because the distribution under the null
converges diverges from its usual distribution. However, the adjusted version we propose
can be size-robust due to the property that its asymptotic distribution is free from nuisance
parameters under the null hypothesis. Furthermore, to improve small sample efficiency, we
develope our inference method under the GEL framework. This estimating technique is
often considered as a compelling alternative to the generalized method of moments (GMM)
1This chapter is a coworking paper with Bing Zuo.
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due to its property of small sample bias (Newey and Smith, 2004).
To understand why the conventional score-type test statistics fail to have the correct size,
we show that in the presence of local non-exogeneity its asymptotic distribution under the
null hypothesis is a non-central chi-squared distribution. This result is consistent with the
literature. Several recent works have also pointed out the invalidity of other conventional
testing procedures. For example, Berkowitz et al. (2008, 2012) show that the sizes of
both the t test and Anderson-Rubin test may greatly deviate from their nominal levels
(α = 5%) as the level of endogeneity in the instruments increases. Also, Guggenberger
(2012) compares the finite sample performances of various commonly used test statistics,
such as the Anderson-Rubin test, Moreira’s test, and Kleibergen’s K test. He ranks these
tests according to their robustness to non-exogeneity instruments and finds that none of
them has consistent size performance as the quality of the instruments deteriorates. In this
paper, we explicitly develop the asymptotic distribution of a conventional score test in the
presence of non-exogenous instruments. We find that it adversely converges to a non-central
chi-squared distribution where the magnitude of non-centrality depends on the value of the
nuisance parameters. In addition, the finite-sample experiment also shows considerable size
distortion when using the conventional score test.
Taking account of the unfavorable size distortion of the conventional score test, it is nec-
essary to develop a test statistic that is robust to local non-exogeneity. This paper proposes
an adjusted score-type test statistic which can help improve the size over its conventional
alternatives by adjusting the test using the score functions of the nuisance parameters. Tak-
ing a close look at the non-central chi-squared distribution of the conventional score test,
we find that the nuisance parameters from local non-exogeneity are the main source of size
distortion. Naturally, if we can remove all nuisance parameters from the asymptotic dis-
tribution of the test statistic under the null, this test statistic can be size-robust to local
non-exogeneity conditions. In Section 3, we show that this removal of nuisance parameters
can be achieved by a simple adjustment of the conventional score test statistic using the
nuisance-parameter score functions. Therefore, by doing this, we can obtain the correct size.
In addition, we explicitly show the relationship between the conventional score-test statistic
and its adjusted version with an application of the linear structural IV model.
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Finally, our Monte Carlo experiments compare the finite sample performance of the con-
ventional GEL score tests and our adjusted tests. The results (1) confirm the finding in
the literature that conventional test staistics suffer from size distortion arising from the in-
validity of exogeneity condtions, and (2) show that our new tests have a much-improved
finite-sample performance in reducing size distortion without losing much power.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce our model
framework and the GEL method. Section 3 develops the asymptotic distribution of conven-
tional score test and explains why the conventional methods fail in the presence of locally
non-exogenous instruments. Moreover, this section provides an adjusted score-type test and
shows how the newly proposed test method is asymptotically robust regardless of the validity
of the exogeneity conditions. A simple application is also discussed in this section. Section
4 reports the results of our Monte Carlo simulation, and section 5 concludes. The technical
proofs are contained in Appendix A.
1.2 Model and GEL Estimators
We consider the instrumental variable model as follows:
yi = f(xi, β) + εi, (1.1)
where xi is a k × 1 vector of endogenous variables, β ∈ B ⊂ Rk is a k × 1 vector, f(·, ·)
is a continuous function that maps Rk × B into R. εi is the error term. We assume there
are two types of instruments: zvi, a (q − `) × 1 vector of “valid” instruments for which the
exogeneity condition is perfectly satisfied, and zdi, an `×1 vector of “defective” instruments
in which the moment conditions are locally voilated. Therefore, the moment conditions can
be defined as:







where δ is a local nonexogeneity parameter with δ = C/
√
n, and C is a ` × 1 vector of
constants. Under this framework, we characterizes potential local violation of exogeneity
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condition in instruments zdi.
In the following context, we denote parameter θ = (β′, δ′)′ and δ0 = 0.
Definition 1.2.1 (GEL estimation). Following Guggenberger and Smith (2005), the GEL










where Θ is a compact subset of Rk+`, Λ̂n(θ) = {λ ∈ Rq : λ′gi(θ) ∈ Q for i = 1, ..., n}, , Q is
an open interval of the real line containing 0, and the real-valued function ρ(.) : Q → R is
strictly concave on its domain.
Assumption 1.2.1 (a) The function ρ(v) is twice continuously differentiable in a neigh-
borhood of 0. (b) ρ1 = ρ2 = −1, where we define ρj(v) = ∂jρ(v)/∂vj with ρj = ρj(0) for any
non-negative integer j.
Depending on the functional forms of ρ(ν), there are different types of GEL estimators,
including the empirical likelihood (EL) estimator of Owen (1988), Qin and Lawless (1994),
exponential tilting (ET) estimator of Kitamura and Stutzer (1997), and continuous-updating
estimator (CUE) of Hansen, Heaton and Yaron (1996). These three are the most used





−(1 + ν)2/2, CUE
.
See Parente and Smith (2014) for a recent review on GEL methods.
1.3 Test Statistics
In this section, we provide a score-type statistic to test
H0 : β = β0 versus Ha : β 6= β0.
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We begin with notations and definitions of the score functions and moment restrictions. Let
θ0 = (β0, δ/
√
n), g = 1/n
n∑
i=1
gi(θ). We define the partial derivatives and variances of the


















































respectively. Moreover, let Σβ = G
′
βΩ
−1Gβ, Σβδ = G
′
βΩ




variance-covariance matrices of the score functions.
To study the asymptotic properties of the GEL-based test statistics, we follow assumptions
in Newey and Smith (2004).
Assumption 1.3.1 θ0 ∈ int(Θ) is the unique solution to E(g(θ0)) = 0.
Assumption 1.3.2 (a) The moment function g(θ) is continuously differentiable in a neigh-
borhood of β0; (b) E[supθ∈Θ‖g(θ)‖α] <∞ for some α > 2 ; (c) E[supθ∈Θ‖∂g(θ)/∂θ′‖] <∞;
(d) Ω is nonsingular.
Assumption 1.3.3 The matrices Gβ and Gδ are of full ranks.
5
Lemma 1.3.1 Under the null hypothesis, the standard score test statistic asymptotically
converges to a central chi-squared distribution with k degrees of freedom given that instru-







where Σ̂β is a consistent estimator of Σβ.
1.3.1 Robust Score Test Statistic
This section demonstrates that conventional score-type methods fail to make correct infer-
ences in the presence of local non-exogeneity. In addition, we propose an improved score test
that is asymptotically size-robust and power-preserving. It is well understood that the size
of conventional score-test statistics can be considerably inflated under the null hypothesis,
as it converges to a non-central chi-squared distribution. In particular, its non-centrality
parameter depends on δ, which controls the level of non-exogeneity in zid. In contrast, we
establish a score test using the adjusted score functions such that the test statistics converge
to a central chi-squared distribution.
It has been identified that the main source of size distortion in conventional score tests
is non-zero δ in the asymptotic distributions. In the following theorem, we show that when
some instruments are locally non-exogenous, conventional score tests converge to a non-
central chi-squared distribution with a non-centrality parameter, which depends on nuisance
parameters δ.
Theorem 1.3.1 Under the null hypothesis, if instruments zdi are locally non-exogenous,
i.e., E(zdiεi) = δ/
√
n, the score test statistic is non-pivotal, such that its limiting distribution












Remark 1.3.1 Theorem 1.3.1 indicates that the inferences of standard score tests are not
size-robust to local non-exogeneity. Their size distortion depends on the value of the non-
centrality parameter µ2. If the correlation between β and δ is non-zero, that is Σβδ 6= 0, the
value of µ2 increases as |δ| becomes large. But if Σβδ = 0, non-zero δ cannot affect the size
of the score test, because in such a situation we have µ2 = 0.
To obtain the correct size for cases where zid are not strictly exogenous, we remove the
nuisance parameters δ from the asymptotic distribution in (1.6) by adjusting the conventional
score-test statistic using the score functions of δ. In the next theorem, we show that the
asymptotic distribution of our adjusted score test is pivotal and centrally distributed under
the null hypothesis, given δ 6= 0.
Theorem 1.3.2 Define the adjusted score function of β:
D̂∗ := D̂β − Σ̂βδΣ̂−1δ D̂δ.
Under the null hypothesis, given E(zdiεi) = δ/
√
n, we have:
1. The adjusted score function of β converges to a normal distribution with mean 0:
√
nD̂∗
d−→ N(0, Σ̂∗), (1.7)
where Σ̂∗ := Σ̂β − Σ̂βδΣ̂−1δ Σ̂′βδ.
2. The adjusted score test statistic
RS∗ := nD̂∗
′




converges to a central chi-squared distribution with k degrees of freedom:
RS∗
d−→ χ2k(0). (1.9)
The asymptotic properties of RS∗ in Theorem 1.3.2 imply the robustness of the adjusted
score test in the presence of non-zero nuisance parameters δ. The essential advantage of
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using the adjusted score functions of nuisance parameters to correct size distortion is that
an estimate of δ is not needed to determine the levels of non-exogeneity in zdi. Since the
information of non-exogeneity is naturally contained in the score function of δ, it is convenient
to remove the effect of non-exogeneity by subtracting certain forms of δ’s score function
from the target score function Dβ. This technique is particularly useful in practice when
some candidate instruments have potential issues of non-exogeneity. We can make robust
inferences by simply conducting an adjusted score test shen given a set of potentially invalid
instruments. Note that a common issue associated with this type of adjusted test method is
the trade-off between a type I error and a type II error. That is, reducing the size distortion
can result in a weaker ability to reject the null hypothesis when β is distinct from β0. The
simulation experiments in section 1.4 provide some evidence of such a trade-off by showing
a slightly lower level in power compared to the standard GEL-based statistics. Note that
such a difference in power between the standard and our adjusted test statistics are close to
negligible if the sample size is large.
Corollary 1.3.3 (No misspecification under the local alternative) Given δ = 0, un-







where µ1 = τ
′Σβτ , µ3 = τ
′(Σβ − ΣβδΣ−1δ Σ′βδ)τ .
This corollary compares the asymptotic powers of adjusted and standard score tests under
no misspecification. Note that µ3−µ1 = τ ′ΣβδΣ−1δ Σ′βδτ ≥ 0 indicates that our adjusted score
tests may have a loss of asymptotic power relative to the standard tests when the model is
correctly specified. In the language of Bera and Yoon (1993), this is also called a cost of




A simple application is a linear structural instrumental variable model with one exogenous
variable and two instruments:
yi = xiβ + vi, (1.12)
xi = α1z1i + α2z2i + ui, (1.13)
where xi is the endogenous variable, ui and vi are unobserved disturbances. The z1i denotes
a valid instrument, and z2i indicates a nearly exogenous instrument. Our goal is to test the
structural parameter β under E(z2ivi) = δ/
√
n. The moment conditions can be written as:
gi =
 z1i(yi − xiβ)




With some calculations, we obtain
Gβ =
 −α1z21 − α2z1z2
−α1z1z2 − α2z22
 , Gδ =
 0
−1
























where b1 = z21 , b2 = z
2





An interesting observation is that the adjusted score test is equivalent to the standard
score test if coefficient α2 is statistically insignificant. Intuitively, when instrument z2i is not
or weakly correlated to xi, the over-identified structural model in (1.12)-(1.13) is almost the
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same as the model that is just-identified with a single instrument. As a result, the RS test
and RS∗ test asymptotically reach the same limiting distribution, and thus have the same
non-distorted size. Therefore, we claim that a sufficient condition to avoid size distortion in
the standard score test is that the locally non-exogenous instruments should not be highly
correlated with xi. We also find that if α2 = 0 or ρ is close to 1, the adjusted score test has
similar power with the standard score test.
1.3.3 Generalized Model
In this section, we propose a generalized adjusted score test. Define the moment conditions
as follows:
E[g(xi, θ10, θ20, θ30)] = 0, (1.14)
where θ1 is a parameter to be estimated; θ2 is a parameter to be tested; and θ3 is a parameter
that is locally misspecified, i.e., θ30 = C/
√
n. The instrumental variable model presented
in previous sections can be considered as a special case of this model with θ10 = 0. The
adjusted score test thus can be formulated as
RS∗ = nD̂∗′(Σ̂22 − Σ̂23Σ̂−133 Σ̂32)−1D̂∗, (1.15)
where

















with Gj,i = ∂gi(θ)/∂θj and Gj = limn→∞ E[n−1
n∑
i=1
∂gi(θ0)/∂θj], j = 1, 2, 3. We use Â to
denote a consistent estimator of A.
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Theorem 1.3.4 Given θ3 = C/
√
n, under the null hypothesis H0 : θ2 = θ20, the adjusted




1.4 Monte Carlo Simulation
This simulation experiment is designed for a linear structural model with only one endoge-
nous variable xi:
yi = xiβ + ui, (1.17)
xi = 0.5zvi + 0.5zdi + vi. (1.18)
For the purpose of identification, two instrumental variables are needed: zv denotes a valid
instrument and zd denotes an invalid (locally nonexogenous) instrument.
We sample zv from a chi-squared distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. The error terms
ui and vi and the invalid instrument zdi are generated by a multivariate normal distribution:








where ϕ controls for the level of endogeneity of xi, and δ indicates the local nonexogeneity
of zdi. We set ϕ = 0.6. δ is chosen from a sequence (0, 0.01, 0.02, ..., 0.15), where 0 indicates
a valid instrument. Each experiment is simulated 1000 times with a sample size chosen from
(500, 1000).
For the sake of comparison, we consider 7 distinct inference methods: adjusted score
tests and standard score tests estimated by the EL, ET, and CUE algorithms, and the
11
t test. Although previous studies on the GEL method have pointed out the asymptotic
equivalency of EL, ET, and CUE, we can still observe finite-sample differences in size and
power obtained under different GEL algorithms. In particular, when the number of data is
small, for example, n = 500, size performances can be very different among EL, ET, and
CUE. See Table 1.1.
In Tables 1.1-1.2, we compare size performances for the adjusted score tests and standard
score tests. Under sample sizes of 500 and 1000, the adjusted score test RS∗ significantly
improves size performance, whereas that of RS is largely inflated. 2 The size distortion
in RS is consistent with our claim in previous sections that the standard score test fails
to control for the adverse effect of local misspecification in the model. Based on Theorem
1.3.2, the size of the adjusted score test eventually converges to 5%, not being affected by
any local deviation of δ from 0, as a result of the fact that the RS∗ test is robust to local
nonexogeneity conditions. Among the three types of adjusted score tests, the CUE-based
test has the smallest size, regardless of sample size. The sizes of EL and ET are very close in
general. The EL-based test is slightly better than the ET-based one in large-sample cases,
while the latter performs better in small sample cases. It is worth noting that the CUE-
based test - either adjusted or unadjusted - pays a price for its excessive under-rejection of
the null such that it stays persistently low in power, particularly when the sample size is
small. Although a trade-off between size and power is not unusual in statistical inferences,
we should still be cautious when the CUE-based score test is applied. Kleibergen (2005)
provides one possible explanation for such unexpectedly small power associated with the
CUE-based score test that test: that statistics from these tests are equivalent to the first-
order derivative of the GMM objective function; thereby spurious results are generated
around the value of θ, where the objective function reaches its maximum or an inflection
point. Kitamura (2001) also mentions that a weighting matrix in the objective function of a
continuously updating GMM is likely to be inflated at values of β which are far away from
2We also conduct simulation for n = 100 and 200. In such a situation, adjusted score test shows little
improvement in reducing size distortion. In an effort to improve size of RS∗ in small sample cases, we apply
the bootstrapping technique for n = 100 and 200. After bootstrapping for 5000 times, sizes of RS∗ are
greatly reduced towards 0.05. On the contrary, sizes of RS grow considerably as δ deviates from 0. The
bootstrapping results are available upon request.
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Table 1.1: The size performance under local misspecification (N = 500)
δ adjusted EL adjusted ET adjusted CUE EL ET CUE t
0 0.044 0.043 0.033 0.04 0.041 0.03 0.043
0.01 0.052 0.054 0.039 0.051 0.053 0.039 0.054
0.02 0.076 0.075 0.056 0.073 0.072 0.052 0.071
0.03 0.047 0.045 0.027 0.051 0.047 0.034 0.06
0.04 0.044 0.046 0.038 0.055 0.059 0.039 0.07
0.05 0.055 0.059 0.044 0.071 0.073 0.054 0.08
0.06 0.057 0.062 0.041 0.063 0.068 0.049 0.083
0.07 0.051 0.051 0.034 0.076 0.078 0.056 0.101
0.08 0.062 0.062 0.041 0.085 0.083 0.051 0.111
0.09 0.051 0.055 0.037 0.08 0.084 0.056 0.115
0.1 0.063 0.073 0.046 0.093 0.1 0.065 0.129
0.11 0.066 0.06 0.037 0.111 0.108 0.074 0.163
0.12 0.057 0.061 0.035 0.101 0.106 0.064 0.168
0.13 0.061 0.066 0.034 0.104 0.108 0.051 0.182
0.14 0.065 0.07 0.033 0.127 0.138 0.087 0.216
0.15 0.068 0.079 0.039 0.132 0.136 0.082 0.227
Notes: Emboldened entries indicate that size is greater than 0.08, implying large size distortion
under local misspecification.
its “true” value, resulting in a small value for the objective function and a high probability
of an acceptance of the null hypothesis.
Tables 1.3-1.6 compare the powers of the RS∗ and RS tests.3 In the case of no local nonex-
ogeneity, Tables 1.3 and 1.4 show the powers of RS∗ and RS grow similarly, approaching one
as β of the alternative deviates from 0. The slight decline of RS∗ in power, relative to RS,
generally reflects the result in Corollary 1.3.3: when the parameter of local nonexogeneity
is large, and the sample size is small, the power of RS∗ declines. Unsurprisingly, the power
of RS is merely affected by the presence of a non-zero δ. In contrast, when sample sizes are
large, the RS∗ test produces good power properties that are similar to the RS test.
1.5 Conclusion
This paper proposes an adjusted GEL-based score test statistic for instrumental variable
models. The limiting behavior of this test statistic is shown to be robust to the local violation
of exogeneity conditions that often appears in empirical studies. Because the adjusted score
3All powers of the RS∗ test and RS test reported in this paper are size-adjusted.
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Table 1.2: The size performance under local misspecification (N = 1000)
δ adjusted EL adjusted ET adjusted CUE EL ET CUE t
0 0.044 0.047 0.043 0.056 0.058 0.052 0.053
0.01 0.044 0.045 0.039 0.038 0.04 0.032 0.044
0.02 0.05 0.052 0.04 0.058 0.058 0.052 0.063
0.03 0.043 0.041 0.038 0.056 0.057 0.055 0.067
0.04 0.05 0.053 0.045 0.069 0.072 0.061 0.088
0.05 0.048 0.049 0.039 0.073 0.075 0.062 0.087
0.06 0.058 0.061 0.051 0.088 0.092 0.076 0.113
0.07 0.062 0.066 0.05 0.086 0.092 0.066 0.113
0.08 0.063 0.066 0.048 0.126 0.128 0.107 0.167
0.09 0.066 0.07 0.048 0.136 0.144 0.12 0.2
0.1 0.058 0.058 0.043 0.148 0.154 0.125 0.215
0.11 0.065 0.069 0.055 0.164 0.179 0.147 0.245
0.12 0.056 0.061 0.042 0.179 0.196 0.146 0.273
0.13 0.057 0.07 0.041 0.208 0.217 0.167 0.321
0.14 0.056 0.067 0.042 0.214 0.23 0.175 0.347
0.15 0.076 0.085 0.045 0.221 0.24 0.188 0.379
Notes: Emboldened entries indicate that size is greater than 0.08, implying large size distortion
under local misspecification.
test statistic converges to a central chi-squared distribution regardless of the presence of local
non-exogeneity, it can lead to correct size asymptotically under local misspecification of the
model. However, we do pay the price of a slight reduction in power for such a robustification
of the size. Furthermore, by studying an example of the linear structural model, we discuss a
sufficient condition where our adjusted score test is asymptotically equivalent to the standard
score test.
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Table 1.3: The power performance under no local misspecification (δ = 0, N = 500)
β adjusted EL adjusted ET adjusted CUE EL ET CUE t
-0.25 1 1 0.99 1 1 0.998 1
-0.225 1 1 0.994 1 1 0.999 1
-0.2 1 1 0.999 1 1 0.999 1
-0.175 1 1 0.997 1 1 0.998 1
-0.15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
-0.125 0.989 0.992 0.991 0.994 0.995 0.995 0.996
-0.1 0.942 0.949 0.951 0.961 0.966 0.964 0.963
-0.075 0.766 0.764 0.753 0.784 0.799 0.799 0.776
-0.05 0.4 0.396 0.419 0.436 0.428 0.433 0.458
-0.025 0.174 0.17 0.164 0.162 0.161 0.157 0.156
0 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.025 0.125 0.127 0.112 0.124 0.118 0.117 0.145
0.05 0.239 0.233 0.218 0.273 0.283 0.267 0.319
0.075 0.517 0.542 0.495 0.617 0.623 0.607 0.609
0.1 0.772 0.778 0.743 0.866 0.874 0.858 0.896
0.125 0.891 0.901 0.854 0.929 0.94 0.933 0.967
0.15 0.95 0.958 0.92 0.968 0.976 0.966 0.986
0.175 0.988 0.991 0.947 0.997 0.999 0.992 1
0.2 0.989 0.993 0.95 1 1 0.998 1
0.225 0.999 1 0.959 1 1 0.997 1
0.25 1 1 0.943 1 1 0.994 1
Table 1.4: The power performance under no local misspecification (δ = 0, N = 1000)
β adjusted EL adjusted ET adjusted CUE EL ET CUE t
-0.25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
-0.225 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
-0.2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
-0.175 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
-0.15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
-0.125 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
-0.1 0.996 0.995 0.995 0.998 0.998 0.998 0.998
-0.075 0.951 0.952 0.951 0.959 0.959 0.955 0.955
-0.05 0.626 0.628 0.635 0.683 0.679 0.682 0.67
-0.025 0.208 0.209 0.215 0.236 0.228 0.226 0.197
0 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.025 0.178 0.186 0.185 0.219 0.229 0.231 0.23
0.05 0.529 0.52 0.517 0.573 0.572 0.576 0.632
0.075 0.859 0.858 0.835 0.89 0.899 0.899 0.935
0.1 0.986 0.989 0.986 0.995 0.996 0.996 0.997
0.125 0.997 0.997 0.996 0.998 0.998 0.998 0.998
0.15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.175 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.225 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.25 1 1 0.994 1 1 1 1
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Table 1.5: The power performance under local misspecification (δ = 0.10, N = 500)
β adjusted EL adjusted ET adjusted CUE EL ET CUE t
-0.25 1 1 0.992 1 1 0.983 1
-0.225 1 1 0.997 1 1 0.995 1
-0.2 1 1 0.998 1 1 0.99 1
-0.175 1 1 1 1 1 0.99 1
-0.15 0.999 1 1 0.997 0.998 0.986 1
-0.125 0.989 0.991 0.992 0.95 0.951 0.91 0.993
-0.1 0.951 0.95 0.954 0.786 0.8 0.751 0.962
-0.075 0.71 0.731 0.747 0.472 0.474 0.434 0.717
-0.05 0.425 0.426 0.439 0.155 0.161 0.146 0.382
-0.025 0.173 0.162 0.175 0.049 0.041 0.035 0.156
0 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.025 0.053 0.061 0.049 0.187 0.194 0.179 0.119
0.05 0.179 0.188 0.142 0.43 0.435 0.437 0.309
0.075 0.423 0.409 0.281 0.679 0.711 0.703 0.654
0.1 0.6 0.607 0.429 0.849 0.883 0.871 0.82
0.125 0.767 0.754 0.552 0.944 0.962 0.95 0.948
0.15 0.907 0.91 0.683 0.991 0.996 0.993 0.993
0.175 0.951 0.963 0.725 0.997 0.998 0.994 0.999
0.2 0.99 0.994 0.818 0.999 1 0.992 0.999
0.225 0.986 0.991 0.665 1 1 0.995 1
0.25 0.994 0.997 0.695 0.999 1 0.988 1
Table 1.6: The power performance under local misspecification (δ = 0.10, N = 1000)
β adjusted EL adjusted ET adjusted CUE EL ET CUE t
-0.25 1 1 0.999 1 1 0.999 1
-0.225 1 1 1 1 1 0.999 1
-0.2 1 1 1 1 1 0.999 1
-0.175 1 1 1 1 1 0.998 1
-0.15 1 1 1 1 1 0.998 1
-0.125 1 1 1 1 1 0.997 1
-0.1 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.954 0.967 0.952 0.999
-0.075 0.934 0.934 0.949 0.636 0.642 0.614 0.961
-0.05 0.703 0.715 0.722 0.239 0.227 0.213 0.677
-0.025 0.246 0.25 0.266 0.028 0.025 0.025 0.243
0 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
0.025 0.085 0.083 0.06 0.323 0.321 0.322 0.222
0.05 0.399 0.394 0.331 0.732 0.741 0.723 0.627
0.075 0.671 0.65 0.557 0.92 0.935 0.927 0.895
0.1 0.931 0.92 0.851 0.987 0.991 0.991 0.989
0.125 0.976 0.986 0.956 0.999 1 1 1
0.15 0.993 0.999 0.987 1 1 1 1
0.175 0.998 1 0.989 1 1 1 1
0.2 1 1 0.983 1 1 1 1
0.225 1 1 0.98 1 1 0.999 1
0.25 1 1 0.959 1 1 1 1
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Chapter 2




Predictive regression models have been popular in empirical economics. A common example
is to infer the predictive relation between financial returns and economic state variables.
Nonstationary predictors in predictive regressions typically lead to a spurious inference.
The conventional t-test based approaches are not able to correct this type of nonstationary
distortion. Extensive studies have been devoted to correct the inflated test size, see Campbell
and Yogo (2006), Kostakis, Magdalinos and Stamatogiannis (2014), Phillips and Lee (2013)
and Choi, Jacewitz and Park (2016), among many others.
Quantile regression (QR henceforth; Koenker and Bassett, 1978) is an appealing tech-
nique in light of the issues predictive regressions face. We can potentially detect greater
predictability at conditional quantiles of financial returns than at the mean. The standard
QR techniques are, however, subject to the same issue of size distortion when predictors are
highly persistent. In addition to the predictor persistence, another important issue in pre-
dictive regression models is the conditional heteroskedasticity (CHE). We commonly observe
the time varying volatility in financial return data so it is important to allow a reasonable
form of CHE in the predictive regression errors. The CHE effect, however, has received much
less attention in either predictive regression or QR models.
There have been a few studies on QR with persistent regressors. Xiao (2009) developed
a novel cointegration framework in nonstationary QR models. In predictive QR models,
Maynard, Shimotsu and Wang (2011) and Lee (2016) considered Bonferroni-based and IVX-
based methods to correct the nonstationary distortion, respectively. The last paper adopts
4This chapter is a coworking paper with Professor Ji Hyung Lee.
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the IVX-filtration idea (Magdalinos and Phillips, 2009) into QR framework and proposed
the so-called IVX-QR methods; see Section 2 below for a quick review.
In the nonstationary QR literature, the regression innovation has been typically assumed
to be conditionally homoskedastic5. The validity of standard error estimation in QR infer-
ence crucially depends on the assumed regression innovation structure, and the availability
of observations near the quantile of interest (Koenker, 2005, Ch.3). Under the homoskedas-
tic error assumption, the nuisance parameters in the nonstationary QR limit theory have
simpler forms, so we may employ a density estimation using the QR residuals. Oftentimes
we may even cancel out the nuisance parameters using some proper normalization. The
density estimation is however difficult when observations are sparse in the neighborhood
of the quantile of interest. Moreover, when the homoskedastic error assumption does not
hold, the corresponding standard error estimation is no longer valid, either by estimation or
cancellation.
This paper provides a valid and easy-to-use inference procedure in predictive QR frame-
work with CHE innovations. We use the moving block bootstrap (MBB; Künsch, 1989; Liu
and Singh, 1992) to resample the pair of the dependent variable and the IVX-filtered predic-
tors. The reduced predictor persistence by IVX filtering enables us to correct the nonstation-
ary distortion in QR. The pairwise MBB then circumvents the issue of nuisance parameter
estimation, while preserving the validity via its inherent robustness to heteroskedasticity.
The asymptotic validity of this new QR inference is established in the presence of persis-
tent predictor and CHE errors. This MBB IVX-QR method therefore provides a convenient
size-corrected inference.
Our Monte Carlo study shows that when predictor variables follow various forms of non-
stationary processes, the MBB IVX-QR approach not only maintains the good properties
of IVX-QR, but also further reduces the inferential errors by avoiding variance estimation,
especially at tail quantiles. The results also show that the MBB IVX-QR method provides
better finite sample size control under conditional heteroskedasticity. The empirical implica-
tion of this improvement is that we can provide a more conservative test for financial return
5Lee (2016, Remark 2.1) addresses this issue by including a proxy of error variance as a QR predictor;
see Section 1.3.3 of the online supplement (Lee, 2014).
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quantile predictability. This is confirmed through the empirical exercises.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the model and the econometric
issues associated with the QR models with persistent predictors. The section also provides
a brief introduction of Lee (2016)’s IVX-QR method. Section 3 studies QR and IVX-QR
limit theory under CHE errors, motivating the bootstrap-based inference. Section 4 presents
the theory of MBB IVX-QR approach. Section 5 provides a Monte Carlo study to illustrate
the improved finite-sample performance of the new methods. Section 6 reinvestigates the
empirical exercises on stock return quantile predictability, and Section 7 concludes. All the
technical details are relegated to Appendix B.
Notation We use standard notation. =⇒ and →p represent convergence in distribution
and in probability, respectively. All limit theory assumes n→∞ so we sometimes omit this
condition. ∼ signifies “being distributed as” either exactly or asymptotically depending on
the contexts. O (1) and o(1) (Op (1) and op(1)) are (stochastically) asymptotically bounded
or negligible quantities.
2.2 Model and Review of Existing Results
We introduce the model and review the econometrics issue and limit theory in nonstationary
predictive QR models. Consider the linear predictive QR model:
yt = β0τ + β
′
1τxt−1 + utτ = β
′
τXt−1 + utτ , (2.1)
where the conditional moment restriction Pr (yt < β
′
τXt−1|Ft−1) = Pr (utτ < 0|Ft−1) = τ
defines the QR parameters βτ = (β0τ , β
′
1τ )
′ of (K + 1)× 1 vector. Motivated by the stylized
fact of CHE of financial asset returns (yt), we impose CHE to the mean regression innovation





. Then the relation utτ = ut + (βµ − βτ )′Xt−1 clearly indicates the QR innovation
utτ is also subject to the CHE effects. Without loss of generality, we assume βµ = 0 (no
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predictability at the mean)6 and focus on the significance test H0 : β1τ = 0 for a given
τ ∈ (0, 1). These tests can detect some quantile specific predictors for financial returns so
they are of primary importance in practice. The implied relation between mean and quantile
regression innovations is now
utτ = ut − β0τ − β′1τxt−1. (2.2)
Assumption 2.2.1 The specification of predictor xt−1 follows the autoregressive form
xt = Rnxt−1 + uxt, (2.3)
Rn = IK +
C
nα
, for some α > 0,
where n is the sample size and C = diag (c1, c2, ..., cK). The predictor innovation uxt satisfies
the conditions in Assumption 2.3.1 below. The pair of (α,C) represents persistence in the
multiple predictors of unknown degree, and xt can belong to any of the following persistence
categories7:
I(0) stationary: α = 0 and |1 + ci| < 1, ∀i,
MI mildly integrated: α ∈ (0, 1) and ci ∈ (−∞, 0), ∀i,
I(1) local to unity and unit root: α = 1 and ci ∈ (−∞,∞), ∀i.
2.2.1 Review: nonstationary QR distortion
The ordinary QR estimators of parameters are:
β̂τ = arg minβ
n∑
t=1
ρτ (yt − β′Xt−1), (2.4)
where ρτ (u) = u(τ − 1(u < 0)), τ ∈ (0, 1) is the conventional QR loss function.
6When βµ 6= 0, simply redefining bτ = βµ−βτ justifies all the following theory with minor modifications.
7Lee (2016) also considers the mildly explosive case, but bootstrapping mildly explosive data is technically
demanding (if possible) and so is beyond the scope of this paper.
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As shown in Lee (2016), persistence in xt−1 can lead to a nonstandard distortion in t-ratio










Z︸ ︷︷ ︸ +λ (τ) ηLUR(c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
standard inference nonstandard distortion
, (2.5)
where Z and ηLUR(c) stand for a standard normal distribution and a local to unit root
t-statistic, respectively, and λ(τ) = −cor(1(utτ < 0)uxt) 6= cor(utτ , uxt).
As the analytical expression (2.5) shows, the nonstandard distortion becomes greater with
(i) smaller |c| and (ii) larger |λ (τ)|. Condition (i) is well known from the mean predictive
regression literature where the distortion from the highly left-skewed feature of ηLUR(c) with
small |c| has been studied. Condition (ii) is a special feature of QR with persistent regressors.
Therefore, when λ̂ (τ) is large in its absolute value (plug-in estimation is suggested in Lee;
2014) and xt is highly persistent (smaller c; suspected from unit root-like behavior), the tβ̂1τ
can be large even though the true value β1τ is zero, resulting a spurious QR result. Including
a spurious predictor can be detrimental in empirical analysis and forecasting.
2.2.2 Review: IVX filtration and existing limit theory
The IVX method suggested by Magdalinos and Phillips (2009) filters xt to generate z̃t
with MI persistence - intermediate between first differencing and the use of levels data. In
particular, we choose F = Rnz as follows:




where δ ∈ (0, 1) , Cz = czIK , cz < 0 and z̃0 = 0.
The parameters δ ∈ (0, 1) and cz < 0 are specified by the researcher, and some practical
suggestions to use in predictive QR is given in Section 4.1 of Lee (2016).
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We define the normalized random variables z̃t−1 and xt−1 by
Z†t−1 := k
−1/2







 IK for I(0),nα∧δIK for MI and I(1). (2.8)
Following Lee (2016), we also unify the different asymptotic moment matrices for the MI
and I(1) cases :
Vcxz :=






















, if α = 1,
−C−1z {Ωxx + CVxx} , if α ∈ (δ, 1) ,
Vcxz = Vxx if α ∈ (0, δ) .
(2.10)







e(r−s)CdBx(s) is Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process
with Bx(·) being Brownian Motion BM (Ωxx). In order to test H0 : β1τ = 0, Lee (2016)
proposed to use QR with z̃t−1 from (2.6)
8:




ρτ (ytτ − β′1z̃t−1) . (2.11)
We have the following asymptotics of null test statistics under homoskedastic mds regres-
sion errors.




















for MI and I(1),
.
8We use γ̂IV XQR1τ of Theorem 3.2 in Lee (2016) but still write it as β̂
IV XQR
1τ in this paper for expositional
convenience.
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Remark 2.2.1 The homoskedasticity of regression errors allows the convenient form of
variance-covariance matrix in the limit with a separated sparsity fuτ (0), which can be ei-
ther cancelled by a proper normalization or can be estimated. The stylized facts of financial
time series, however, strongly suggests CHE innovations. As we see below, asymptotic theory
under heteroskedasticity is quite different, which calls for a new method of statistical infer-
ence. The IVX methods with CHE are studied in the mean regression framework (Phillips
and Lee, 2016; Kostakis et al., 2014) but the nonstationary QR with CHE has not been
addressed in the literature.
2.3 Limit Theory under Conditional Heteroskedasticity
We study the QR and IVX-QR limit theory with persistent predictors and CHE innovations
in this Section. Under CHE errors, the limit theory becomes more involved with complicated
forms of nuisance parameters, introducing another potential source of distortion in statistical
inference.
2.3.1 Heuristics
To see the source of the distortion quickly, let’s assume a univariate I(1) predictor xt =
(1 + c/n)xt−1 + uxt, with uxt ∼ mds (0,Σxx). Also assume ut = σtεt where εt’s are iid
mean-zero random sequences, as given in Assumption 2.3.1 below.
Under H0 : β1τ = 0, from (2.2), we have utτ = ut − β0τ . From (2.4) with the standard

















where ψτ (utτ ) = (τ−1(ut < β0τ )), and futτ ,t−1(0) = 1σtfε (F
−1




still mds with the quadratic variation of τ (1− τ) in spite of CHE utτ . The standard invari-
ance principle and the convergence results to the stochastic integrals deliver the limit theory
of the numerator, n−1
∑n
t=1 ψτ (utτ )xt−1 =⇒
∫







J cx(r)dr is the
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demeaned OU process, and Bψτ ≡ BM (0, τ (1− τ)). The denominator, however, shows






















































J̄ cxdBx when Σψτx








is harder to estimate than in the case with conditional homoskedastic errors. Estimation of
this nuisance parameter is not easy unless we have both (i) a simple form of DGP of σt and
(ii) plenty of observations around the quantile of interest. As we see below, the complication
of nuisance parameters in the limit theory becomes even worse for MI-I(0) cases, clearly
motivating the usage of a time series bootstrap procedure combined with the IVX filtration.
2.3.2 Limit Theory
To lay out the nonstationary QR limit theory under CHE, let us impose a reasonable weak de-
pendence and moment conditions for the error processes and their conditional variances. Fol-
lowing standard notation, let F[−∞,m] = σ(..., xm−1, xm) and F[m+j,∞] = σ(xm+j, xm+j+1, ...),






|P (A)P (B)− P (AB)|.
Recall when α(j)→ 0 as j →∞, we denote {xt}t=1,...,n as an α-mixing process.
Let σ2t = E(u
2
t |Ft−1), σ2xt = E(u2xt|Ft−1), ut = (ut, uxt)






Assumption 2.3.1 1. σ2t ∈ Ft−1 and E(ut|Ft−1) = 0. In particular, ut = σtεt where
εt’s are iid mean-zero random sequences with CDF Fε, pdf fε.
2. The processes {ut, σt} are α-mixing sequences of size −rr−2 for r > 2, i.e., the mixing
coefficients α(j) = O(jλ) for λ < −r
r−2 < 0.
3. E|uxt|2r+γ < C1 for all t = 1, ..., n and some small γ > 0.
4. E|σ2xt|r <∞ for all t = 1, ..., n.
Remark 2.3.1 As in Carrasco and Chen (2002) or Lindner (2009), various GARCH and
Stochastic Volatility models have β-mixing (hence α-mixing) properties with exponential de-
cay rates. Indeed, α-mixing processes are bigger classes than just CHE processes, and thus
are general enough to include many practical nonlinear time series innovations. To accom-
modate CHE in the mean predictive regressions, Phillips and Lee (2016) allows a rather
different nonlinear processes based on Wu (2005) and Kostakis et al. (2014) use of vec-
GARCH(p,q) models. The mixing condition imposes a reasonable weak dependence structure
for the conditional volatility processes σt but allows their DGP to remain unspecified.









2 ) for MI,
diag(
√
n, nIK) for I(1).





































−1  Bψτ (1)∫
J cx(r)dBψτ
 for I(1),






















Remark 2.3.2 The signal strength of the CHE effect from σt and that of I(0) regressor xt
are comparable, so the nuisance parameter Ωβτ shows some interaction between them. As
the regressor persistence increases to MI-I(1), the signal strength of σt is dominated by the





is separated out in the limit. In all
cases, the direct estimation of the standard error is not feasible unless we assume the exact
(and convenient) form of CHE (see, e.g., Koenker and Zhao (1996) and Xiao and Koenker
(2009) for ARCH/GARCH specifications). Even with a convenient CHE specification, the
tail inference may not be reliable due to the difficulty of density estimation. All these aspects,
again, motivate the bootstrap inference in the next Section.
Remark 2.3.3 From the above argument we confirm that the CHE effect can potentially
lead to a severe size distortion, in addition to the nonstationary QR distortion. Roughly






inflating the dispersion of the asymptotic distribution in Theorem (2.3.1).
To remove the nonstationary distortion, we can employ IVX-QR from (2.11):
























for MI and I(1),
.



























rCdr, when α ∈ (0, δ) .
.
Remark 2.3.4 IVX-filtration is used to achieve asymptotic normality for all I(0)-I(1) pa-
rameter spaces. The asymptotic standard error of this IVX-QR estimator under CHE inno-
vation is still hard to estimate. Using the estimated f̂uτ (0) under iid limit theory severely
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distorts the inference9, see Table 1 below. Therefore, we study a moving block bootstrap
(MBB) based approach.
2.4 Bootstrap-based Inference: MBB IVX-QR
As we explained above, estimating the nuisance parameters in Theorem 2.3.2 directly is not
feasible under practical scenarios. We study the moving block bootstrap (MBB) inference10
in this Section, and prove the validity of the proposed test.
Let b be an integer block length and let B(t) = (wt, wt+1,...,wt+b−1) denote a data block
with starting point t ∈ {1, ..., n− b+ 1}, where wt = (yt, z̃′t)
′ and z̃t denotes the IVX-filtered
regressors from (2.6). The total number of possible blocks and the number of blocks in one
bootstrapped sample are denoted by q and m, respectively. The letters n and ` indicate the
sample size and the bootstrapped sample size, respectively. Therefore, n = q+ b−1 and ` =
mb. The MBB procedure is sampling m number of blocks randomly with replacement from
{B(t) : t = 1, ..., n− b+ 1} yielding MBB sample. This MBB sample w∗1, ..., w∗` is defined
as (B(I1), ...,B(Im)) where I ′is are iid discrete uniform variables on {1, ..., n− b+ 1}. Let
P ∗, E∗ and V ar∗ denote probability, expectation and variance of the bootstrap distribution
conditional on the original sample.
Based on MBB sample (w∗1, ..., w
∗
` ), we estimate
β̂IV XQR
∗









9Under the iid error assumption, Koenker and Bassett (1982) estimate the sparsity parameters using
the histospline methods of Boneva, Kendall and Stefanov (1971). Welsh (1987) develops a kernel approach
estimating the same quantity as a weighted average of Siddiqui estimates (Siddiqui, 1960). In a more general
setting of non-iid errors, Hendricks and Koenker (1992) suggest estimating the asymptotic covariance matrix
by an extension of the sparsity estimation methods in iid setting. Powell (1991) proposes an estimation
method following the idea of kernel density estimation. Although these methods help estimating standard
errors for statistical inference, the performance of produced statistics are limited by the precision of estimated
nuisance parameter and the imposed error structure.
10The moving block bootstrap (MBB) are independently formulated by Künsch (1989) and Liu and Singh
(1992). Existing literature provides several variants such as the non-overlapping block bootstrap (NBB)
by Carlstein (1986), the circular block bootstrap (CBB) and the stationary bootstrap (SB) of Politis and
Romano (1992, 1994). We mainly focus on the overlapping block bootstrap method, which we continue to
denote as MBB.
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which we denote as MBB IVX-QR estimator. We prove the first-order asymptotic validity
of the MBB IVX-QR under the following rate conditions:
Assumption 2.4.1 (a) ` = O(n) for n→∞ and n = O(`) for `→∞, (b) kn = o(n), and
(c) b = O (kn) and b→∞.
Remark 2.4.1 The rate condition in (a) is standard in MBB literature. In (b), kn = o(n) is
valid by IVX construction (2.8). (c) b = O (kn) is a technical condition to derive Lemma A.4
below which is essential to prove Theorem 2.4.2. This last condition is a sufficient condition,
used to bound the various cross-products of higher moments of IVX variables (see Proof of
Lemma A.4). Intuitively, the degree of dependence in MBB sample (block length: b) needs
to be balanced with the persistence of IVX-filtered data (kn).
Recall that Z†t−1 := k
−1/2









ψτ (utτ ) =
Z†t−1ψτ (utτ ), and m
∗†
t is similarly defined using MBB sample. We have the following re-
sult on the sample mean of m†t and m
∗†
t .
Theorem 2.4.1 (First-order asymptotic validity of the bootstrap score functions).
Under Assumptions 2.2.1, 2.3.1 and 2.4.1,
sup
x∈R
















Remark 2.4.2 To the best of our knowledge, there exist no bootstrap consistency results for
this type of nonlinear statistics of mildly integrated processes. Kim and Nordman (2011)
studied the mean of long memory processes, but the relation between mild integration and
long memory property has not yet been clearly understood. See Lee (2014, Section 1.7) for
a related discussion.
We now state the main theorem of this paper, enabling the MBB percentile methods as
discussed in, for example, by Efron and Tibshirani (1993, Ch 13).
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for MI and I(1),
(2.14)
whose nuisance parameters are defined in Theorem 2.3.2.
Remark 2.4.3 One common intuition in the bootstrap literature is that if we have asymp-
totic normality of the original test statistics, the bootstrap consistency will be achieved since
the (blockwise) iid resampling easily attains CLT. The reduced persistence of IVX-filtered re-
gressors (z̃t) is therefore essential to achieve MBB IVX-QR validity. Without this filtration
MBB will not be valid, which is illustrated in the Simulation Section below.
2.5 Monte Carlo Simulation
This section compares the finite sample performances of (a) conventional t-tests (using es-
timated density), (b) MBB (without IVX correction), (c) IVX-QR of Lee (2016) and (d)
MBB IVX-QR. For convenience, our setup and notation follow Lee (2016). The samples are
generated from a predictive QR model:
yt = β0τ + β1τxt−1 + utτ , (2.15)
xt = µx + rnxt−1 + uxt, (2.16)
where β0τ , β1τ , µx, and rn are scalars. Let β0τ = F
−1
ut (τ), β1τ = 0, and µx = 0. Since
parameter rn = 1 + c/n controls the degree of persistence in predictor xt, we allow the value
of c ∈ C to vary from −70 to 0, and C=(0,−2,−5,−7,−70), where c = 0 indicates the exact
unit-root process. The larger the value of |c| is, the less persistent the variable xt is.
We consider two scenarios for the regression errors, utτ ≡ ut − F−1ut (τ):
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 , φ = −0.95.
2. ut ∼ ARCH(1):
ut =
0 for t = 0σtεt for t ≥ 1,
where σ2t = γ0 + γ1u
2
t−1. Let γ0 = 1 and γ1 = 0.9. The errors εt and uxt are jointly
generated by  εt
uxt






 , φ′ = −0.9.
To apply the IVX-QR technique, we obtain instruments from (2.6): z̃t = Rnz z̃t−1 +
∆xt, Rnz = IK +n
−δCz, where δ ∈ (0, 1), Cz = czIK , cz < 0 and z̃0 = 0. We choose values
of (Cz, δ) by the practical rule in section 4.1 of Lee (2016). The essential idea is to choose
c(δ, n) = n1−δcz such that the nonstandard local unit root t-statistics ηLUR(c(δ, n)) (Phillips,
1987) behaves like Z ∼ N (0, 1) for a given n. Inference on β̂1τ can therefore be based on
critical values from the standard normal distribution.
We test H0 : β1τ = 0 versus the local alternatives H1 : β1τ = b/n. Each test is investigated
at eleven quantiles from τ = 0.05 to 0.95 with a nominal size of 5%. In each experiment,
1000 samples are randomly generated for n = 200 and 700.
The inferential methods could be classified into two categories: (1) Tests without IVX
correction; this includes t test and percentile method using MBB technique (Efron and
Tibshirani, 1993; Koenker, 2005). These types of tests are commonly used in the literature
of QR. If xt is not persistent, the regular QR asymptotics works for t test. Also, the percentile
bootstrap method is often employed when the covariance matrix cannot be computed easily.
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For the block length of MBB, we adopt the form of constant×n1/4 suggested in Hall, Horowitz
and Jing (1995) and Lahiri (1999, 2005)11. (2) Tests with IVX correction; these types of
tests includes IVX-QR and MBB IVX-QR tests. Both of these tests aim to correct the
size distortion caused by persistence in xt and nonlinear dependence of utτ and uxt. We
expect MBB IVX-QR can have better size control than IVX-QR, especially when (i) we
are interested in inference at tails, and (ii) the covariance matrix is hard to compute, for
example, with conditional heteroskedastic errors. The MBB IVX-QR test here is conducted
as follows:
Procedure of MBB IVX-QR
1. Given data (yt, xt), for t = 1, ..., n, we choose values of (Cz, δ) by the practical rule of
Lee (2016). Then construct instruments z̃t following (2.6).
2. Set block length b = dn1/4e, 12 where dae denotes the least integer that is greater or
equal to a. Let m = dn/be. Randomly sample m data blocks from (B(1), ...,B(q)),
where B(t) = (wt, wt+1, ..., wt+b−1) with w(t) = (yt, z̃t), q = n − b + 1. Denote the
sampled data blocks by (B∗(1), ...,B∗(m)) and obtain a resampled data (w∗1, ..., w∗` ),












t − β′z̃∗t−1). (2.17)
4. Repeat step 2 and 3 for N times and obtain (β̂
∗(1)
τ , ..., β̂
∗(N)
τ ).
5. The (1 − α)100% percentile interval is [Ĝ−1(α/2), Ĝ−1((1 − α)/2)], where Ĝ is the
empirical CDF of β̂∗τ from 4.
11Hall et al. (1995) studied optimal block size of bootstrap for strictly stationary dependent data, suggest-
ing n1/3, n1/4, and n1/5 under the different contexts. Lahiri (1999, 2005) suggests a nonparametric plug-in
method. There is no known result for the block length choice for bootstrapping mildly integrated processes
to the best of our knowledge. Thus we follow the standard suggestion.
12Under Assumption 2.4.1, a rate condition b = O(kn) is required, where kn := n
α∧δIK for MI and I(1)
processes. In our simulated sample and also in empirical Section, we observe δ to be around 0.45, so the
choice b = dn1/4e does not conflict the rate condition.
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2.5.1 Results of Simulation Study 1 - IID Errors
We first examine the size performance under iid settings. The test methods are t test,
percentile method using MBB technique, IVX-QR method and MBB IVX-QR method .
Each test is conducted at various quantiles with varying degrees of persistent predictors.
In particular, we compare the finite sample size of the MBB IVX-QR method to that of
the IVX-QR method at upper and lower quantiles. Although both of these two tests are
designed to have robust size performance over quantiles, our results suggest that MBB IVX-
QR significantly outperforms IVX-QR at tails in terms of size control.
Figure 2.1-2.2 show the results. We summarize the results as follows. First, among
these four methods, t test has the largest size distortion regardless of I(1) (c = 0), MI
(c = −2,−5,−7) or I(0) (c = −70) predictor. This confirms the theory in Lee (2016)
that asymptotic distribution of the standard QR t-statistics is nonstandard. It suffers from
distortion depending on the persistence of predictor and nonlinear dependence. In our
simulation for both n = 200 and 700, we observe that as |c| approaches 0, the distortion
of t test grows reaching its highest level around 20%. Second, our results illustrate that
IVX-QR technique can help to correct the nonstandard distortion under I(1), MI and I(0)
settings. Both IVX-QR and MBB IVX-QR methods have their sizes around the nominal
5% level across 0.2 to 0.8 quantiles. However, the size of IVX-QR is mildly inflated when
moving towards tails (τ = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95). This tail performance has also been
observed in Lee (2016). We suspect that under iid settings this tail performance is mainly
due to inaccurate estimation of sparsity function. This issue often happens at lower and
upper quantiles when the sample size is small (Koenker, 2005). The results of the t test also
exhibit the same pattern of over-rejections because it involves sparsity function estimation.
However, these over-rejections of t test and IVX-QR at tails are dampened when the sample
size increases from 200 to 700. Third, in comparison to t test and IVX-QR, the tests using
MBB can be conservative at tails. Based on our results, both MBB and MBB IVX-QR
improve over their corresponding non-bootstrap counterparts by reducing more than 30% of
size distortion at tails. Lastly, the MBB IVX-QR approach performs well across all quantiles.
This confirms that MBB IVX-QR improves over IVX-QR at tail quantiles, even under an
32










































































Simulation results of Figure 2.1-2.2 can also be found in Table 2.1-2.2.
2.5.2 Results of Simulation Study 2 - CHE Errors
We now consider the predictive QR scenario with ARCH(1) errors. This scenario is closely
related to many empirical practices where CHE asset returns are often observed. According
to previous asymptotic theory under CHE, the covariance matrix cannot be easily estimated.
Therefore, in this simulation study we illustrate that test results can be adversely affected
when the estimation of the covariance matrix is involved. Moreover, we show MBB IVX-QR
33














































































Table 2.1: Size performance (%) without IVX correction (IID errors, φ = −0.95)
τ =0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95
n=200
t-test
c=0 0.219 0.185 0.171 0.207 0.207 0.225 0.225 0.198 0.197 0.182 0.195
-2 0.176 0.146 0.148 0.141 0.147 0.16 0.152 0.147 0.142 0.147 0.166
-5 0.153 0.116 0.132 0.102 0.097 0.115 0.101 0.101 0.093 0.139 0.156
-7 0.145 0.125 0.095 0.098 0.084 0.091 0.1 0.094 0.102 0.121 0.165
-70 0.141 0.077 0.087 0.065 0.072 0.066 0.06 0.051 0.093 0.088 0.131
MBB
c=0 0.074 0.109 0.139 0.192 0.205 0.229 0.214 0.187 0.15 0.122 0.087
-2 0.067 0.076 0.122 0.136 0.14 0.157 0.139 0.129 0.111 0.075 0.06
-5 0.044 0.049 0.1 0.096 0.104 0.101 0.102 0.099 0.075 0.078 0.048
-7 0.048 0.054 0.082 0.096 0.094 0.094 0.09 0.086 0.07 0.063 0.057
-70 0.039 0.035 0.055 0.043 0.054 0.052 0.059 0.036 0.054 0.036 0.031
n=700
t-test
c=0 0.143 0.158 0.166 0.203 0.195 0.185 0.207 0.191 0.185 0.162 0.13
-2 0.109 0.114 0.137 0.151 0.136 0.149 0.129 0.138 0.134 0.119 0.114
-5 0.109 0.093 0.087 0.102 0.095 0.12 0.104 0.096 0.076 0.119 0.113
-7 0.11 0.091 0.085 0.107 0.092 0.09 0.092 0.103 0.106 0.1 0.104
-70 0.1 0.096 0.06 0.048 0.069 0.066 0.061 0.068 0.066 0.069 0.093
MBB
c=0 0.077 0.126 0.145 0.177 0.189 0.175 0.199 0.167 0.156 0.141 0.085
-2 0.067 0.077 0.115 0.139 0.118 0.144 0.128 0.126 0.105 0.084 0.067
-5 0.049 0.07 0.076 0.092 0.086 0.109 0.096 0.099 0.071 0.077 0.059
-7 0.05 0.05 0.069 0.103 0.088 0.083 0.081 0.085 0.079 0.074 0.061
-70 0.042 0.057 0.048 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.065 0.055 0.048 0.035 0.033
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Table 2.2: Size performance (%) with IVX correction (IID errors, φ = −0.95)
τ =0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95
n=200
IVX-QR
c=0 0.124 0.078 0.056 0.059 0.049 0.043 0.067 0.058 0.063 0.073 0.097
-2 0.091 0.056 0.044 0.033 0.035 0.049 0.054 0.042 0.036 0.061 0.09
-5 0.09 0.061 0.052 0.048 0.033 0.034 0.044 0.041 0.04 0.043 0.085
-7 0.075 0.066 0.052 0.036 0.038 0.035 0.035 0.04 0.046 0.045 0.084
-70 0.087 0.055 0.035 0.032 0.033 0.044 0.028 0.04 0.049 0.051 0.087
MBB IVX-QR
c=0 0.047 0.028 0.043 0.049 0.043 0.038 0.052 0.049 0.046 0.043 0.033
-2 0.039 0.03 0.049 0.04 0.054 0.061 0.043 0.039 0.032 0.045 0.046
-5 0.048 0.035 0.047 0.045 0.043 0.05 0.043 0.055 0.038 0.031 0.042
-7 0.048 0.042 0.054 0.051 0.049 0.048 0.048 0.04 0.032 0.028 0.032
-70 0.037 0.041 0.039 0.044 0.045 0.044 0.035 0.044 0.05 0.032 0.04
n=700
IVX-QR
c=0 0.082 0.065 0.076 0.042 0.057 0.06 0.066 0.049 0.076 0.076 0.087
-2 0.057 0.051 0.05 0.046 0.047 0.046 0.055 0.049 0.073 0.047 0.085
-5 0.063 0.052 0.041 0.038 0.041 0.04 0.047 0.041 0.04 0.053 0.07
-7 0.067 0.056 0.041 0.041 0.05 0.033 0.038 0.04 0.056 0.066 0.07
-70 0.07 0.048 0.043 0.054 0.041 0.052 0.039 0.05 0.043 0.043 0.074
MBB IVX-QR
c=0 0.053 0.036 0.06 0.043 0.057 0.046 0.049 0.051 0.055 0.044 0.037
-2 0.039 0.05 0.051 0.052 0.056 0.059 0.059 0.053 0.066 0.05 0.06
-5 0.027 0.037 0.041 0.034 0.048 0.05 0.054 0.058 0.046 0.04 0.04
-7 0.041 0.05 0.041 0.046 0.058 0.046 0.043 0.048 0.055 0.046 0.049
-70 0.047 0.029 0.041 0.048 0.048 0.055 0.049 0.058 0.051 0.034 0.047
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is robust across all quantiles, substantially improving inference accuracy over all of the other
three methods.
The results are shown in Figure 2.3-2.4, and are summarized here. First, we observe that t
tests exhibit a U-shaped empirical rejection frequencies and the worst size distortion among
all tests. Although these size patterns under CHE settings are similar to the iid settings,
they are different in terms of scale. In Figure 2.3, the size of t tests reaches 0.3 in most of
the cases. Second, different from iid settings, the tail performances of t test and IVX-QR
cannot be improved by increasing the sample size. This may imply that the effect of sparsity
function estimation errors at tails is worsened by the effect of CHE errors. Thus, increasing
sample size enlarges the inaccurate estimation issue. Third, due to the different asymptotic
distribution under CHE, IVX-QR does not perform well even at the median. In the figures,
for n = 200 and 700, IVX-QR has its best size at the median, around 0.1. Its distortion can
increase to its highest 0.215 at τ = 0.95. Finally, MBB IVX-QR has the best size control
among all tests. The performance of this test is stable across quantiles for all I(1), MI and
I(0) scenarios, confirming the robust property of MBB IVX-QR to CHE effects.
The results in Figure 2.3-2.4 can also be found in Table 2.3-2.4.
2.6 Empirical Illustration: Stock Return Quantile Predictability
We illustrate an improved predictive QR inference for stock market index returns (S&P 500)
using the MBB IVX-QR approach. The univariate predictive mean regression model
Stock Return(t) = α + β × Economic V ariable(t− 1) + ε(t), (2.18)
has been considerably discussed in the economics and finance literature, Goyal and Welch
(2003), Campbell and Yogo (2006) and Welch and Goyal (2008), to name a few. However,
there is no consensus on which economic variables have significant predictive ability for the
mean of stock returns. To provide some different insight, Lee (2016) and Maynard et al.
(2011) employed a QR-version of this predictive model. In this Section, we discuss the same
predictive QR framework and compare the test results using IVX-QR and MBB IVX-QR.
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Figure 2.4: Size performance: N = 700 and ARCH(1) errors
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Table 2.3: Size performance (%) without IVX correction (ARCH(1) errors, φ′ = −0.9)
τ =0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95
n=200
t-test
c=0 0.347 0.272 0.238 0.224 0.2 0.204 0.216 0.218 0.253 0.289 0.319
-2 0.318 0.283 0.227 0.196 0.166 0.143 0.176 0.157 0.2 0.247 0.3
-5 0.312 0.234 0.172 0.172 0.119 0.12 0.111 0.147 0.206 0.253 0.34
-7 0.307 0.245 0.185 0.142 0.122 0.098 0.109 0.142 0.191 0.242 0.311
-70 0.214 0.212 0.167 0.159 0.146 0.16 0.148 0.161 0.169 0.202 0.203
MBB
c=0 0.11 0.108 0.14 0.156 0.184 0.189 0.183 0.177 0.15 0.14 0.104
-2 0.101 0.119 0.125 0.141 0.114 0.131 0.153 0.113 0.119 0.106 0.087
-5 0.11 0.096 0.096 0.112 0.092 0.09 0.076 0.088 0.104 0.105 0.111
-7 0.095 0.085 0.105 0.088 0.09 0.069 0.08 0.089 0.09 0.064 0.097
-70 0.068 0.078 0.064 0.061 0.062 0.073 0.047 0.062 0.059 0.052 0.061
n=700
t-test
c=0 0.241 0.24 0.195 0.193 0.189 0.198 0.175 0.21 0.207 0.229 0.27
-2 0.262 0.21 0.19 0.199 0.134 0.128 0.135 0.178 0.197 0.212 0.263
-5 0.251 0.221 0.154 0.129 0.092 0.092 0.108 0.119 0.17 0.218 0.251
-7 0.261 0.215 0.151 0.113 0.095 0.099 0.103 0.133 0.163 0.198 0.259
-70 0.203 0.204 0.149 0.111 0.103 0.084 0.088 0.116 0.156 0.198 0.23
MBB
c=0 0.096 0.117 0.146 0.139 0.156 0.19 0.15 0.163 0.125 0.101 0.103
-2 0.109 0.096 0.108 0.138 0.123 0.117 0.124 0.135 0.114 0.103 0.095
-5 0.081 0.089 0.087 0.079 0.084 0.085 0.088 0.087 0.095 0.096 0.098
-7 0.085 0.092 0.078 0.087 0.079 0.08 0.089 0.08 0.083 0.09 0.1
-70 0.078 0.074 0.066 0.044 0.065 0.054 0.064 0.057 0.061 0.075 0.079
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Table 2.4: Size performance (%) with IVX correction (ARCH(1) errors, φ′ = −0.9)
τ =0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95
n=200
IVX-QR
c=0 0.213 0.167 0.174 0.146 0.123 0.137 0.16 0.153 0.153 0.196 0.199
-2 0.197 0.17 0.146 0.14 0.12 0.145 0.142 0.127 0.159 0.18 0.161
-5 0.193 0.157 0.15 0.113 0.101 0.095 0.133 0.124 0.159 0.168 0.199
-7 0.178 0.165 0.142 0.129 0.13 0.108 0.109 0.12 0.138 0.135 0.19
-70 0.148 0.132 0.118 0.114 0.104 0.127 0.087 0.117 0.11 0.107 0.118
MBB IVX-QR
c=0 0.066 0.062 0.053 0.048 0.04 0.055 0.053 0.061 0.05 0.05 0.069
-2 0.063 0.06 0.064 0.059 0.049 0.052 0.065 0.052 0.054 0.063 0.061
-5 0.076 0.051 0.06 0.05 0.049 0.039 0.048 0.047 0.054 0.066 0.068
-7 0.06 0.064 0.065 0.052 0.061 0.052 0.045 0.06 0.054 0.053 0.064
-70 0.057 0.059 0.049 0.043 0.041 0.049 0.037 0.055 0.051 0.043 0.043
n=700
IVX-QR
c=0 0.2 0.196 0.164 0.112 0.128 0.084 0.109 0.134 0.145 0.206 0.215
-2 0.209 0.159 0.157 0.109 0.088 0.095 0.094 0.113 0.157 0.174 0.23
-5 0.171 0.19 0.13 0.122 0.077 0.073 0.093 0.111 0.135 0.192 0.175
-7 0.181 0.198 0.141 0.087 0.077 0.082 0.077 0.115 0.115 0.199 0.217
-70 0.172 0.168 0.135 0.107 0.086 0.087 0.087 0.135 0.139 0.17 0.189
MBB IVX-QR
0 0.073 0.078 0.063 0.05 0.059 0.05 0.054 0.067 0.056 0.08 0.08
-2 0.075 0.062 0.071 0.052 0.061 0.056 0.057 0.056 0.052 0.062 0.083
-5 0.073 0.072 0.047 0.066 0.059 0.047 0.057 0.066 0.061 0.072 0.079
-7 0.077 0.066 0.065 0.043 0.043 0.062 0.054 0.064 0.049 0.074 0.071
-70 0.07 0.053 0.06 0.05 0.052 0.048 0.038 0.054 0.056 0.056 0.069
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The same data as in Lee (2016) is employed, ranging from 1927 to 200513. Excess stock
returns (called Stock Return(t)) are calculated as:





− log (Rfree(t) + 1) ,
where P (t) and D(t) indicate the S&P 500 index and dividends at time t, respectively.
Rfree(t) is the 1-month treasury bill rate at t. The eight persistent predictors are dividend
price ratio (dp), dividend payout ratio (de), earnings price ratio (ep), book to market ratio
(bm), net equity expansion (ntis), treasury bills (tbl), term spread (tms), and default yield
spread (dfy). The definition of these variables follows Welch and Goyal (2008). Figure
2.5 plots these variables from January 1927 to December 2005, signifying highly persistent
patterns over time.
As shown in Table 2.5, inference results of predictors using IVX-QR and MBB IVX-QR
are different for some variables at certain quantiles. The results shown with ∗ imply the
rejection of the null hypothesis of no predictability at 5% level. We observe that at several
lower and upper tail quantiles, IVX-QR tends to reject the null hypothesis more often than
MBB IVX-QR. For example, when dividend payout ratio (de) is the predictor, p-value of
IVX-QR is smaller than 0.05 when τ = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and τ = 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, while
95% confidence intervals of MBB IVX-QR reject none of the null hypothesis βτ = 0 at
all quantiles. The similar conflicting results can also be found, for example, at dp when
τ = 0.05, 0.2, 0.7, 0.95, bm when τ = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.9, 0.95.
The contradictory results between IVX-QR and MBB IVX-QR at lower and upper tail
quantiles may indicate some level of over-rejections using IVX-QR, which was already con-
jectured from the simulation results in Lee (2016) and Section 5 above. Under both iid
and CHE errors, MBB IVX-QR can have better size controls especially at lower and upper
tail quantiles. In finding significant economic and financial variables to predict excess stock
return quantiles, MBB IVX-QR can be a safer inferential tool for applied researchers since
it provides a more conservative test.
13The data is available from: https://sites.google.com/site/jihyung412/research.
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2.7 Summary and Concluding Remarks
Stock return predictability has been an important topic in economics and finance but the
empirical conclusion is still controversial. In the meanwhile, valid econometric inferential
methods have been carefully developed in the predictive mean and quantile regression liter-
ature.
In this paper, we study the predictive quantile regression models with a particular em-
phasis on two important stylized facts, the predictor persistence and the conditional het-
eroskedasticity of stock return data. A valid and easy-to-use inference procedure is proposed
and labelled as MBB IVX-QR. As its name indicates, the main development is to combine
two techniques, (i) IVX filtering and (ii) the moving block bootstrap. In essence, IVX-
filtering removes the nonstationary distortion, while the block bootstrap accommodates the
conditional heteroskedasticity. Simulation and empirical results confirm the benefit of the
new methods, guarding against the type-I errors arising from persistence and conditional
heteroskedasticity, two universal stylized facts in financial data. Therefore MBB IVX-QR is
well-suited to empirical exercises in the predictive regression literature.
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Chapter 3
On Adaptive Lasso for Predictive Quantile Regressions
14
3.1 Introduction
Predictive quantile regression (QR) is an important statistical method for identifying the
impact of predictors on a set of conditional quantiles of the response variable. It gives
researchers more complete information about the heterogeneous effects of predictors on the
conditional distribution of the response variable. However, when a large number of predictors
are available, there is no clear answer in the predictive QR literature about how to select a set
of informative predictors that can lead to satisfactory forecasting performance at selected
quantile levels. This is particularly important when solving many practical problems in
finance and macroeconomics. For example, many economic and financial state variables have
been considered in the empirical literature to predict stock returns. The number of candidate
predictors is often large. Moreover, it is widely agreed that some of these predictors such as
dividend-price ratio and book-to-market ratio are highly persistent and that some of them
may be cointegrated. In such a situation, we are interested in identifying a parsimonious
model that can offer better prediction accuracy and model interpretability than an ordinary
QR model, which includes all predictors and gives none of them zero estimates. Therefore,
it would be useful to find a set of relevant predictors and improve forecasting performance.
Although various methods have been developed to simultaneously perform variable selec-
tion and model estimation, most of these studies focus on the penalized regression methods.
Tibshirani (1996)’s L1-penalized linear regression is one of the mostly addressed penalizing
methods in the literature. It is also called the lasso regression method. Like the ridge regres-
sion, it can reduce overfitting of the model and improve the prediction accuracy. Moreover,
14This chapter is a coworking paper with Professor Ji Hyung Lee.
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the lasso regression method can perform variable selection and thus make regression models
more interpretable. In a predictive conditional mean regression framework, Koo, Anderson,
Seo and Yao (2016) use a lasso estimator to improve stock return prediction over a range
of competing models. They show that this L1-penalized method significantly reduces fore-
casting mean squared errors even with a mixture of stationary, unit-root, and cointegrated
variables. However, one major concern with this method is that its variable selection can be
inconsistent (Meinshaushen and Bühlmann, 2004; Zou, 2006), and thus does not have the
desired oracle property of Fan and Li (2001).
The adaptive lasso method proposed by Zou (2006) enables a lasso-type regression model
with the oracle property. The idea is that, instead of imposing the same penalty weight on
all candidate parameters, the parameter of each variable is penalized differently by using
an initial estimate of the corresponding parameter as its penalty weight. With an appro-
priate choice of the tuning parameter λn in the penalty term, the adaptive penalty weights
for the coefficients of the irrelevant variables approach infinity, whereas those for the co-
efficients of the relevant variables converge to a constant. Lee and Shi (2018) apply this
adaptive-weighting lasso method to a predictive regression framework. Similar to Koo et
al.(2016), predictors are allowed to have different degrees of persistence and cointegration.
This setup is readily compatible with features suggested by many empirical studies in fi-
nance. Compared with various other shrinkage methods including lasso and the smoothly
clipped absolute deviation (SCAD), they find that with a proper choice of the tuning pa-
rameter λn, performance of the adaptive lasso method surpasses the other methods in terms
of consistent predictor selection and out-of-sample forecasting.
Some effort has also been made to investigate variable selection and model estimation
in the QR context. A considerable number of studies have integrated the lasso penalized
regression methods into a QR framework for high-dimensional data analysis (See Knight
and Fu, 2000; Koenker, 2005; Li and Zhu, 2008; Belloni and Chernozhukov, 2011; among
many others). To overcome the problem of inconsistent variable selection in the lasso reg-
ularization technique (Fan, Fan and Barut 2014; Wang, Wu and Li, 2012), some recent
studies have further considered an adaptive lasso QR model. For example, Wu and Liu
(2009) discuss how to conduct variable selection for QR models using SCAD and the adap-
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tive lasso method. Zheng, Gallagher and Kulasekera (2013) establish the oracle property for
an adaptive lasso QR model with heterogeneous error sequences. The adaptive weights they
use are constructed from the consistent estimator using Belloni and Chernozhukov (2011)’s
L1-penalized QR model. Zheng, Peng and He (2015) study a globally adaptive lasso method
for ultra high-dimensional QR models. They propose a generalized information criterion
(GIC)-based strategy to select the penalty level λn.
While the lasso-type penalty has been discussed for cross-sectional data, only a few papers
have investigated it in stationary or nonstationary time series contexts. Koo et al. (2016)
use the lasso penalty method to estimate a predictive regression model with an increasing
number of stationary predictors and a fixed dimension of highly persistent predictors. Their
simulation results show that the lasso can improve the forecasting performance by reducing
the forecasting mean squared error (FMSE), even in a mixed-root environment. However,
lasso penalized estimation does not have the oracle property in this framework. Lee and
Shi (2018) compare various shrinkage methods, including the lasso and adaptive lasso, in a
similar environment. They argue that the commonly used lasso regression methods cannot
deliver consistent results for model selection. In contrast, the adaptive lasso method has
been shown to possess the oracle property for selecting the right model and thus can lead to
better forecasting than the conventional lasso methods.
This paper extends the line of predictive QR literature to a potentially large-dimension
nonstationary time series context by studying the adaptive lasso penalty method. In par-
ticular, we are interested in the case where a large number of predictors possess different
degrees of persistence and potential cointegration. Following the existing literature in lasso
regression with nonstationary variables (except for Koo et al., 2016), we assume that the
number of candidate predictors can be large but fixed. In such a situation, several impor-
tant econometric questions are open to discussion. The first question is whether the oracle
properties hold for an adaptive lasso QR method in a mixed-root time series framework.
To answer it, we develop asymptotic theories to show that: (1) for models with a large
but fixed number of mixed-root predictors, the adaptive lasso penalty can consistently se-
lect the true active predictors that have a significant impact on the conditional distribution
of the response variable, with probability approaching one; (2) estimators of the adaptive
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lasso-selected predictors have the same asymptotic distribution as the quantile estimators
obtained from the infeasible oracle model where the true set of active predictors is known.
By showing these results, we are able to establish the oracle property for the predictive QR
model using the adaptive lasso technique. The second econometric question is how to select
the penalty parameter for an adaptive lasso QR. It is known that the choice of the penalty
parameter λn is a subtle yet important issue in practice when applying the adaptive lasso
method. We discuss two conventional criteria for choosing it: Bayesian information crite-
rion (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978) and GIC (Nishii, 1984). Our simulation experiments in Section
3 indicate that a GIC-selected tuning parameter λn considerably outperforms one selected
by BIC in terms of out-of-sample forecasting. The GIC method used in this paper closely
follows the idea of Fan and Tang (2013) and Zheng et al. (2015).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we specify the predictive QR
models under various settings of predictors and regression innovations. We also study the
asymptotic properties of the adaptive lasso quantile regression estimators and discuss the
choice of the penalty parameter λn. Section 3 presents simulation studies to support the
theory in Section 2. All technical proofs are relegated to Appendix C.
3.2 Model and Theory
3.2.1 Adaptive lasso QR with unit root predictors
In this section, we extend Xiao (2009)’s cointegrated predictive quantile regression model
by allowing a large number of unit root predictors and the adaptive lasso penalties. Using
an adaptive lasso method, we are able to shrink the number of candidate predictors and
identify relevant predictors that have important impacts on the conditional quantile of re-
sponse variables. We also establish the model selection oracle property of Fan and Li (2001)
in a nonstationary time series QR framework. Thus the adaptive lasso QR can improve
forecasting accuracy and reduce estimation bias by identifying the true underlying model
consistently.
We consider the adaptive lasso quantile regression (ALQR) of the following predictive
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model:
yt = α + x
′
t−1β + ut, E(ut|Ft−1) = 0 and t = 1, ..., n,
xt = xt−1 + vt, (3.1)
where xt is a p×1 vector of unit root predictors, β = (β1, ..., βp)′, Ft = {x0, ..., xt−1; y1, ..., yt},
and x0 = 0 for simplicity. Following the literature of lasso regression with nonstationary
regressors (e.g., Lee and Shi, 2018), we assume the number of predictors p is large but fixed.
Denote θ = (α, β′)′, Xt = (1, x
′
t)
′. We first define the ordinary QR estimator θ̃(τ):
θ̃(τ) = arg minθ∈Rp+1
n∑
t=1
ρτ (yt −X ′t−1θ), (3.2)
where ρτ (u) = u(τ − 1(u < 0)) (Koenker and Bassett, 1978) and τ ∈ (0, 1).
By imposing a penalty term on the QR optimization in (3.2), ALQR estimator of model
(3.1) can be defined as:
θ̂(τ) = arg minθ∈Rp+1
n∑
t=1




Let λn,j = λn/ωj with ωj = |β̃j(τ)|γ, where γ ≥ 1, β̃j(τ) is a QR estimate of the true β0,j,
for j = 1, ..., p. Note that the adaptive lass QR in (3.3) is essentially a convex optimization
problem under an adaptive weighted L1 constraint. The performance of the estimators
obtained from (3.3) therefore are largely affected by the choice of tuning parameter λn
(> 0).
Motivated by the precursor work of Knight and Fu (2000) and Zou (2006), we explore the
conditions under which ALQR estimators of (3.3) can have the oracle properties for model
selection and estimation. Let f(·) and F (·) be the p.d.f. and c.d.f. of ut. Also, we denote
δ(τ) = Dn(θ(τ) − θ0(τ)) and δβ(τ) = Dβn(β(τ) − β0(τ)), where Dn = diag(
√
n, n, ..., n),
Dβn = diag(n, ..., n), θ(τ) = (α(τ), β
′(τ))′. By construction,
utτ = yt − θ0(τ)′Xt−1 = ut − (θ(τ)− θ0(τ))′Xt−1 = ut − (D−1n δ(τ))′Xt−1.
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|β0,j(τ) + δβj (τ)/n| − |β0,j(τ)|
]
: = V1n(δ(τ)) + V2n(δ
β(τ)) = Vn(δ(τ)). (3.4)
By definition, Vn(δ(τ)) is minimized at δ̂(τ).
We make the following regularity assumptions to facilitate our asymptotic analysis:
Assumption 3.2.1 (1) The regression innovation {ut}∞t=1 is a martingale difference se-
quence (mds):
ut ∼ mds(0,Σuu) with E(ut|Ft−1) = 0 and E(utu′t|Ft−1) = Σuu, for all t.




Fvjεt−j, εt ∼ mds(0,Σ), Σ > 0,


















Let ψτ (u) = τ − 1(u < 0). We have E (ψτ (utτ )) = E (τ − 1(ut − F−1(τ) < 0)) = 0.
Provided that Assumption 3.2.1 holds, the partial sums of the vector process (ψτ (utτ ), vt)
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where Ω is the covariance matrix of the Brownian motion (Bψτ (r), Bx(r)
′)′:
Ω :=
 τ(1− τ) Σψτx
Σxψτ Ωxx
 .
Assumption 3.2.2 The distribution function of ut, F (u), has a continuous density f(u)
with f(u) > 0 on {u : 0 < F (u) < 1}.
Assumption 3.2.3 (1) The conditional distribution function F·t−1(u) = Pr[ut < u|Ft−1]
has derivative f·t−1(·) almost surely.
(2) For any sequence ζn → F−1(τ), f·t−1(ζn) is uniformly integrable, and E[f 1+η·t−1(F−1(τ))] <
∞ for some η > 0.
Remark 3.2.1 In Assumption 3.2.1, the mds condition of ut leads to zero covariance be-
tween vt and ψτ (ut−j,τ ), for j = 1, .... This implies that the one-sided long-run covariance
between vt and ψτ (ut,τ ) is zero since E (vt−jutτ ) = E [vt−jE (utτ |Ft−1)] = 0, for all j ≥ 1,
unlike Theorem 1 of Xiao (2009). Assumption A of Xiao’s assume {ut} to be a zero-mean
stationary sequence. Hence,
W =











j=1 vt−jψτ (utτ ) is the one-sided long-run covariance between vt
and ψτ (utτ ).The mds ut assumption in this paper is commonly imposed in predictive regres-
sion literature, reflecting the (near-) martingale behavior of financial asset returns. Note that
our conditions in Assumption 3.2.1 can be easily relaxed to include Xiao’s assumptions with-
out changing the major results in our context. Therefore, we use the current mds condition
on ut to present the main idea concisely.
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Lemma 3.2.1 Under assumptions 3.2.1-3.2.3, by functional CLT and continuous mapping,
we obtain:
(1) The QR part of (3.4), V1n(δ(τ)), asymptotically converges to
− δ(τ)′












(2) The limiting distribution of θ̃(τ) is
Dn(θ̃(τ)− θ0(τ))⇒ C−1W, (3.6)
where
C = f(F−1(τ))







 , W =




Proof of Lemma 3.2.1 can be found in Xiao (2009, proof of Theorem 1) and Lee (2016,
proof of Theorem 2.1) with a simple modification.
Lemma 3.2.2 If the tuning parameter λn satisfies the following conditions:
1/(λnn
γ−1)→ 0 , λn/n→ 0 and λn →∞, (3.7)











j (τ), βj(τ)) =

0, if β0,j(τ) 6= 0,
0, if β0,j(τ) = 0 and δ
β
j (τ) = 0,
∞, if β0,j(τ) = 0 and δβj (τ) 6= 0.
By the results in Lemma 3.2.1 and Lemma 3.2.2, we now establish the oracle properties
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of the adaptive QR with unit root predictors. Let A be the index set of active non-zero
coefficients so that A = {j : θj 6= 0} and Ac be its complement set. For any function g(θ),




Theorem 3.2.1 (Oracle property under unit root predictors). Suppose the conditions in
Assumptions 3.2.1-3.2.3 hold. For a given τ ∈ (0, 1), if the tuning parameter λn satisfies
conditions in (3.7), the ALQR estimator θ̂(τ) obtained from model (3.3) has the following
asymptotic properties:
• Consistent variable selection: Pr({j : β̂j(τ) 6= 0} = A0) → 1, where A0 := {j :
β0,j(τ) 6= 0} denotes the true active set.
• Asymptotic distribution:
Dn,A0(θ̂A0(τ)− θ0,A0(τ))⇒ C−1A0WA0 .
3.2.2 Adaptive lasso QR with mixed roots and cointegration
In this section, we investigate QR models with heterogeneous degrees of persistent predictors.
Our study also includes the case where some of the predictors are cointegrated. The model
in this section is most relevant in practice of predictive QR.
To establish the oracle properties of the adaptive lasso QR estimator, we first develop the
asymptotic properties for the ordinary QR. Given {yt, zt, xct , xt}nt=1, we obtain the ordinary
QR estimators from the following model:
yt = α(τ) + zt−1
′βz(τ) + xct−1
′βc(τ) + xt−1
′β(τ) + utτ ,
: = α(τ) + wt−1
′ξ(τ) + utτ , (3.8)
where zt : pz × 1, xt : px× 1, xct : pc× 1 are vectors of stationary, unit root, and cointegrated
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regressors, respectively. In particular,
xt = xt−1 + vt,
Axct = x
c




where the matrices A = (Ip1 ,−A1) : p1 × pc and A1 : p1 × p2 specify the cointegration
relations in xct . We assume that the total number of regressors, p = pz + pc + px, can be
large but fixed. In (3.9), the cointegrated system for xct has the triangular representation by
Phillips (1991).




′)′ : pc × 1, et = (z′t, vct ′, v′t)
′ : p × 1. For the innovation structure in
3.8 and 3.9, we assume that ut is a conditional homoskedastic mds sequence, and that et
is generated from a linear process with dependent innovations following convention in the
predictive quantile regression literature.
Assumption 3.2.4
ut ∼ mds(0,Σuu), E(utu′t|Ft−1) = Σuu, for all t,
Assumption 3.2.5















































′) = Σuc2, E(utv
′
t) = Σuv.










1t)p1×1 indicates the vector of I(0) cointegrating residuals, and x
c
2t : p2× 1 is a vec-
tor of unit root predictors. In assumption 3.2.6, regression errors ut are contemporaneously
correlated with the innovations of unit root sequences xc2t and xt. This is commonly assumed
in cointegration and predictive regression literature, inducing a potential second order bias
arising from the one-sided correlation. As discussed in (3.2.1), however, mds assumption
does not allow the correlation with the predetermined regressors in this paper. For the sta-
tionary predictor zt and the cointegrating residuals v
c
2t, we rule out the endogeneity issue by
assuming no correlation between ut and zt, v
c
2t.
Assumption 3.2.7 The distribution functions of ut, F (u), is absolutely continuous. It has
a continuous density f(u) with 0 < f(u) <∞ on {u : 0 < F (u) < 1} for all t.
Assumption 3.2.8 (1) The conditional distribution function F·t−1(u) = Pr[ut < u|Ft−1]
has derivative f·t−1(·) almost surely.
(2) For any sequence ζn → F−1(τ), f·t−1(ζn) is uniformly integrable, and E[f 1+η·t−1(F−1(τ))] <







′]′ : (pz + p1)× 1 and x+t = [xc2t
′, x′t]
′ : (p2 + px)× 1,
and the normalizing matrix
D∗n =
 √n · Ipz+p1+1 0












Under Assumption (3.2.4), utτ = ut − F−1(τ), where F−1(·) is the quantile function of


































′, a vector of innovations for xc2t and xt. In the following theorem,
we extend existing literature of ordinary QR and show the limiting distribution for QR
estimators under mixed root regressors.
Theorem 3.2.2 (QR limiting distribution with mixed roots and conditional homoskedastic
errors). Let
ξ̃(τ) = (α̃(τ), β̃z(τ)′, β̃c(τ)′, β̃(τ)′)′





















 , W ∗ =

Bψτ (1)
N (0, τ(1− τ)Ω+zz)∫
Bx+(r)dBψτ (r)
 .




is identical across t, following the conventional QR settings. Under Assumption 3.2.7 and
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for some δ > 0. Under certain regularity conditions on the innovation process, this identical
distribution assumption is no longer needed.
In Theorem 3.2.2 we have discussed the asymptotic property of the QR estimator with
mixed roots under conditional homoskedastic errors. However, conditional heteroskedas-
ticity often appears in the applications of predictive regression models of financial asset
returns. Hence, it is of importance to explore how the limiting behavior of the QR estima-
tors under conditional heteroskedasticity is different from the estimators under conditional
homoskedasticity.
Assumption 3.2.9 1. The regression errors ut = σtεt, where εt is an iid mean-zero
random sequence, σ2t ∈ Ft−1, and E(ut|Ft−1) = 0.
2. The process {ut, σt} are α-mixing sequences of size −rr−2 for r > 2.
Assumption 3.2.10 Let fε(·) and Fε(·) be the pdf and cdf of εt. The distribution function
Fε(u), has a continuous density fε(u) with 0 < fε(u) <∞ on {u : 0 < Fε(u) < 1} for all t.
Assumption 3.2.11 (1) The conditional distribution function Fε,t−1(a) = Pr[εt < a|Ft−1]
has derivative fε,t−1(·) almost surely.





∞ for some η > 0.
Remark 3.2.4 In Assumption 3.2.9, the condition ut = σtεt indicates the conditional het-
eroskedasticity in both ut and utτ :
utτ = ut − F−1(τ |Ft−1) (by definition of utτ)
= ut − σtF−1ε (τ)
= σtεt − σtF−1ε (τ)
= σtεtτ ,
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where F−1(τ |Ft−1) is the τ -th quantile of ut conditional on Ft−1, εtτ = εt + F−1ε (τ).
Theorem 3.2.3 (QR limiting distribution with mixed roots and conditional heteroskedastic

































































N (0, τ(1− τ)Ω+zz)∫
Bx+(r)dBψτ (r)
 .
Next, we demonstrate that the adaptive weighted penalties can achieve consistent model






′, ξ−(τ) = (βz(τ)′, βc(τ)′, β(τ)′)′.
Define the ALQR estimator of model (3.8) and (3.9) as
ξ̂(τ) = arg minξ∈Rp+1
n∑
t=1




where λn,j = λn/ωj, ωj = |ξ̃j|γ, ξ̃j is a QR estimate of ξj for all j.
Theorem 3.2.4 (Oracle property under mixed roots). Suppose the tuning parameter λn
satisfies the following conditions:
1
λnn(γ−1)/2
→ 0 , λn
n1/2
→ 0 and λn →∞, (3.14)
as n→∞.
The ALQR estimator ξ̂(τ) has the following oracle properties:
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• Consistent variable selection: Pr({j : ξ̂−j (τ) 6= 0} = A0) → 1, where A0 := {j :
ξ−0,j(τ) 6= 0} denotes the true active set.
• Asymptotic distribution:
















3.2.3 Choice of tuning parameter λn
In the L1-penalized regression literature, the choice of the tuning parameter λn often plays
a crucial role in achieving consistent model selection and the optimal convergence rate for
the regression estimator. To achieve the oracle property, many studies have pointed out
that λn must satisfy certain rate conditions which depend on the size of the true model.
Because the true model size is infeasible in practice, various criteria have been developed to
help identify the number of relevant variables in the underlying model. The commonly used
criteria are k-fold cross-validation (CV), Akaike information criterion (AIC), BIC and GIC.
However, it has been shown that the first two methods may fail to effectively identify the
true model (Shao, 1997; Wang, Li and Tsai, 2007; Zhang, Li and Tsai, 2010). While it is
known that the BIC method possesses the optimal model selection property (Wang et al.,
2007) in a framework of fixed dimensionality, Wang, Li and Leng (2009) propose a modified
BIC to extend BIC’s optimal property to high-dimensional data frameworks. Zheng, Peng
and He (2015) develop a GIC-type method based on Fan and Tang (2013); they show that
GIC is successful in consistently identifying the underlying true model, and the modified
BIC method can be considered as a special case of their proposed GIC method. Motivated
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by these studies, we adopt the GIC tuning parameter selection procedure of Zheng et al.,
(2015) which is adapted to QR models.
To select a practically optimal λ̂n, we follow Zheng et al., (2015)’s GIC method. Given







ρτ (yt − x′t−1β̂S,τ (λn))
)
+ ζn · |S(λn)|,
where β̂S,τ (λn) is the QR estimate obtained from an adjusted lasso QR of model S, given
λn; ζn is a positive sequence converging to 0 as n grows; and Ŝ(λn) is the count of active
variables estimated from model S. The essential idea is to find the λn that minimizes the
GIC of model S. Note that the sequence ζn controls the penalty on the model size. Motivated




For any model S, the procedure of finding the optimal λn is as follows:
1. Run an unpenalized QR to obtain estimates β̂S,τ .
2. For a given λn from a collection of equally spaced grid points {0, 2/5, 4/5, ..., n/20},
run adaptive lasso QR with λn,j = λn/|β̂S,τ,j| and obtain β̃S,τ (λn).
3. Compute GIC(S(λn)).
4. Repeat steps 1-3 for each candidate λn. Then find the λn which gives the smallest
value for GIC(S(λn)).
Our simulation results in the next section suggest that the GIC-based adaptive lasso
method is able to outperform the other model selection and estimation methods, including
the BIC-based method in many cases. Intuitively, GIC is a measure that takes into account
the trade-off between the goodness-of-fit of the model and the model complexity by selecting
an appropriate ζn. Compared to AIC and BIC, where 2 and ln(n) respectively are fixed as
ζn, GIC adopts a ζn such that under rate conditions (3.7) or (3.14), the GIC-selected tuning
parameter λn can consistently help identify the true model with probability converging to 1.
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3.3 Monte Carlo Simulation
In this section, we implement the proposed adaptive lasso quantile regression method for
the predictive quantile regression models.
3.3.1 Simulation design
The design of this numerical experiment essentially follows Koo et al. (2016). We consider
the predictive QR model in (3.8). The total number of predictors are 16: 6 stationary
predictors and 10 unit-root predictors (2 are cointegrated). The stationary predictors zt are
generated from the AR(1) process:
zt = 0.6zt−1 + uzt, uzt ∼ N(0, 1).
The innovations of the unit-root predictors, vt = 4xt, are sampled from N(0, 1). And the
cointegrated predictors xc1t and x
c







 · (xc1,t−1, xc2,t−1)′ + vct , vct ∼ N(0, 1).
The regression innovation ut follows iid N(0, 1).
Let the intercept coefficient α = 0.15. The coefficients for zt, x
c
t , and xt are set to be
βz = (0.01, 0.25, 0.25, 0, 0, 0), βc = (0.25,−0.25), β = (0.25, 0.25, 0.05, 0.05, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Note that the values of the coefficients indicate two types of predictors: large coefficients
(0.25 and −0.25) and small coefficients (0.01 and 0.05). Because the signal strength of
these two types of predictors are very different, it is reasonable to expect that the tuning
parameters for the penalty should not be constant over different coefficients.
The quantiles of interest are (0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9). Also, for each quantile, we consider different
sample sizes to evaluate the one-step-ahead forecasting performance of each method. We
set the sample size N = 100, 200, 400, and 1000. For each experiment, we conduct 1000
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simulations.
3.3.2 Evaluating forecasting performance
We compare the forecasting performance of the proposed adaptive lasso QR with those ob-
tained by ordinary QR, M-average, lasso QR, and oracle QR. The M-average is a forecasting
method following Timmermann (2006) and Koo et al.(2016). It equally weights all fore-
casts obtained from distinctive univariate predictive QRs. Like the lasso-penalized method,
M-average is proposed first to alleviate the effect of model uncertainty and parameter insta-
bility. For the oracle QR, it is the QR of the true model. Thus, it is infeasible in practice
because its estimation depends on knowledge about the true set of active predictors. How-
ever, by comparing the forecasting performance of the oracle QR and the lasso-type methods
to the oracle QR method, we can assess if the lasso and adaptive lasso can consistently select
the true model at each quantile so that their forecasts can be close to the infeasible oracle
forecast.
For the lasso and adaptive lasso penalized methods, selection of the tuning parameters λn
is the key to consistently identifying the true model. As discussed in previous section, we
choose λn by two popular criteria: BIC and GIC. The optimal λn is obtained by minimizing
the statistics under each criterion. 15
To evaluate the quality of the forecasts, we consider three measures: the forecasting
quantile squared error (FQSE), out-of-sample R2 (R̄2), and quantile loss function (L). Note
that in a conditional mean regression framework, forecasting mean squared error (FMSE)
is commonly used to evaluate the forecasting performance of a model (see Koo et al., 2016;
Lee and Shi, 2018). It is defined as:
FMSE = E (yt+1 − yt+1,t)2 with yt+1,t = E(yt+1|Ft),
where i indicates each estimation method. However, this measure is designed for a condi-
15For the adaptive lasso method, we also consider applying the smoothly clipped absolute deviation
(SCAD) penalty of Fan and Li (2001) to obtain λn. It is known that SCAD can give estimators the
sparsity property and produce nearly unbiased coefficients for large coefficients. The results of SCAD are
available upon request.
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tional mean regression model. It is not appropriate to directly apply it in a QR framework
because the quantile forecasting errors are expected to reflect how different forecasts under
competing models can be from their observed values at certain quantiles of the response
variable yt. Thus, we propose a new measure called the forecasting quantile squared error















′β + F−1t (τ),




Note that the regression innovation ut ∼ iid N(0, 1), which implies that F−1t (τ) = Φ−1(τ),
where Φ−1(τ) is the τ -th quantile of the standard normal distribution.
The second measure is the QR out-of-sample R2 (R̂2):
R̂2 = 1− FQSEi
FQSEQR
,
where i ∈ {QR, M-average, lasso, adaptive lasso}. To compare the forecasting performance
from various methods, we take the ordinary QR as the benchmark.
The third measure evaluates the accuracy of the forecasts by computing the expected loss
of a one-step-ahead forecast. Following Clements, Galvao and Kim (2008), the quantile loss














where Qt+1,t(τ) is the τ -th quantile of the response variable yt+1, given Ft and Q̂t+1,t(τ) is
its estimate. As discussed in Giacomini and Komunjer (2005) and Clements et al. (2008),
this quantile loss function seems a natural way to investigate the quantile forecasts. The
idea of this measure is to weight the difference between the realized yt and its forecasts by
the check function (τ − 1, if the forecast error is negative; τ , otherwise).
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3.3.3 Simulation results
Tables 3.1-3.3 present a comparison of forecasting performances using distinctive estimation
strategies. Overall, the lasso-type penalized methods does better forecasting than QR and
M-average. In particular, adaptive lasso estimations produce the smallest FQSE and L, and
the largest R̂2 at nearly all quantiles among the feasible estimation methods. These results
provide evidence that the adaptive lasso has the best quality of one-step-ahead forecasts in
general. The lasso QR also outperforms the ordinary QR in terms of smaller FQSE and
positive R̂2 across all quantiles. The success of the lasso-type estimation methods may be
due to the bias-variance trade-off such that the negative impact of the increase in bias is
smaller than the positive impact of the decrease in variance. Furthermore, the M-average
method does not perform well by averaging forecasts from all possible univariate regressions.
There are two possible reasons: (1) the univariate regression ignores the cointegration among
predictors; it considers cointegrating predictors xc1t and x
c
2t as two independent unit-root
covariates; (2) since our simulation experiments suggest that the response variable yt follows
a unit-root process, any univariate regression of yt on a unit-root predictor xjt (or x
c
kt), for
i = 1, ..., 8 and k = 1, 2 may lead to a spurious regression.
Our simulation experiments also suggest that selection of the tuning parameter λn is
crucial to the forecasting performance of the adaptive lasso. First, we observe that GIC
is the best-performing criterion for selecting the λn that gives the smallest FQSE and L.
Second, although forecasts under BIC are competitive with forecasts under GIC for small
sample cases, BIC forecasts are not stable when the sample size is large. In particular, when
n = 1000, R̂2’s of BIC are about −10 to −58 for τ = 0.1, 0.8 and 0.9.
Finally, the results of the adaptive lasso provide evidence to support the oracle property
of consistent selection in Theorem 3.2.1 and Theorem 3.2.4. As the sample size increases,
we find that the forecasting performance of the adaptive lasso QR approaches the oracle
QR, whereas the lasso QR deviates from the oracle QR and moves towards the unpenalized
QR. These results again suggest that in a mixed-root QR framework, the adaptive lasso can
consistently identify the true model with probability approaching 1.
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Table 3.1: Forecasting performance with mixed-root predictors (τ = (0.1, 0.2, 0.3))
τ=0.1 n QR M-average lasso adaptive lasso adaptive lasso oracle QR
GIC BIC
FQSE 100 0.816 3.874 0.720 0.618 0.795 0.437
200 0.382 8.133 0.360 0.341 0.363 0.233
400 0.190 17.569 0.183 0.156 0.191 0.113
1000 0.077 45.366 0.076 0.052 3.983 0.043
R̂2 100 0.000 -3.750 0.117 0.243 0.025 0.465
200 0.000 -20.300 0.058 0.106 0.050 0.389
400 0.000 -91.241 0.038 0.183 -0.002 0.407
1000 0.000 -584.716 0.013 0.331 -50.424 0.450
L 100 0.295 0.337 0.286 0.254 0.292 0.252
200 0.251 0.443 0.250 0.234 0.249 0.246
400 0.246 0.568 0.243 0.236 0.242 0.237
1000 0.231 0.826 0.231 0.226 0.326 0.228
τ=0.2 n QR M-average lasso adaptive lasso adaptive lasso oracle QR
GIC BIC
FQSE 100 0.550 3.400 0.489 0.445 0.512 0.303
200 0.272 6.986 0.260 0.270 0.269 0.166
400 0.136 14.529 0.129 0.113 0.121 0.075
1000 0.052 37.104 0.052 0.033 0.338 0.030
R̂2 100 0.000 -5.177 0.112 0.191 0.069 0.450
200 0.000 -24.679 0.045 0.007 0.010 0.391
400 0.000 -106.104 0.047 0.165 0.105 0.447
1000 0.000 -710.837 0.010 0.359 -5.486 0.429
L 100 0.406 0.552 0.394 0.375 0.399 0.366
200 0.377 0.740 0.375 0.369 0.375 0.360
400 0.374 0.951 0.372 0.362 0.370 0.358
1000 0.358 1.407 0.357 0.351 0.366 0.352
τ=0.3 n QR M-average lasso adaptive lasso adaptive lasso oracle QR
GIC BIC
FQSE 100 0.025 0.190 0.022 0.024 0.021 0.018
200 0.016 0.459 0.015 0.018 0.014 0.010
400 0.008 0.956 0.008 0.006 0.007 0.004
1000 0.003 1.815 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.002
R̂2 100 0.000 -6.696 0.097 0.030 0.135 0.281
200 0.000 -28.497 0.021 -0.126 0.117 0.335
400 0.000 -122.732 0.014 0.270 0.139 0.538
1000 0.000 -657.982 0.016 0.181 0.187 0.343
L 100 0.033 0.045 0.032 0.030 0.031 0.030
200 0.032 0.070 0.032 0.032 0.031 0.032
400 0.034 0.094 0.034 0.033 0.034 0.034
1000 0.035 0.117 0.035 0.034 0.034 0.034
Note: Emboldened entries indicate the best forecasting performance among all feasible methods (not
including the oracle QR).
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Table 3.2: Forecasting performance with mixed-root predictors (τ = (0.4, 0.5, 0.6))
τ=0.4 n QR M-average lasso adaptive lasso adaptive lasso oracle QR
GIC BIC
FQSE 100 0.392 2.994 0.360 0.347 0.372 0.231
200 0.212 6.066 0.205 0.199 0.205 0.127
400 0.107 11.392 0.105 0.083 0.094 0.056
1000 0.044 29.293 0.043 0.027 0.035 0.024
R̂2 100 0.000 -6.639 0.082 0.115 0.050 0.411
200 0.000 -27.607 0.035 0.059 0.034 0.402
400 0.000 -105.620 0.018 0.224 0.116 0.472
1000 0.000 -671.831 0.011 0.390 0.192 0.438
L 100 0.516 0.776 0.510 0.493 0.515 0.499
200 0.501 1.062 0.497 0.492 0.498 0.487
400 0.486 1.356 0.484 0.482 0.484 0.480
1000 0.486 2.036 0.486 0.479 0.484 0.483
τ=0.5 n QR M-average lasso adaptive lasso adaptive lasso oracle QR
GIC BIC
FQSE 100 0.384 2.934 0.352 0.342 0.348 0.229
200 0.212 5.978 0.204 0.218 0.204 0.118
400 0.103 10.862 0.101 0.079 0.089 0.056
1000 0.044 28.189 0.043 0.027 0.036 0.024
R̂2 100 0.000 -6.646 0.083 0.109 0.094 0.404
200 0.000 -27.172 0.037 -0.030 0.041 0.444
400 0.000 -104.328 0.020 0.238 0.135 0.453
1000 0.000 -646.740 0.010 0.369 0.179 0.448
L 100 0.537 0.805 0.529 0.516 0.531 0.518
200 0.512 1.104 0.510 0.502 0.509 0.499
400 0.499 1.398 0.499 0.495 0.498 0.493
1000 0.502 2.110 0.502 0.500 0.501 0.501
τ=0.6 n QR M-average lasso adaptive lasso adaptive lasso oracle QR
GIC BIC
FQSE 100 0.373 2.975 0.354 0.363 0.390 0.228
200 0.216 6.066 0.211 0.206 0.208 0.130
400 0.100 11.019 0.098 0.081 0.091 0.055
1000 0.044 28.926 0.044 0.030 0.037 0.025
R̂2 100 0.000 -6.980 0.051 0.027 -0.045 0.387
200 0.000 -27.027 0.025 0.047 0.037 0.401
400 0.000 -108.787 0.020 0.192 0.090 0.450
1000 0.000 -650.423 0.016 0.326 0.169 0.430
L 100 0.521 0.784 0.515 0.501 0.521 0.501
200 0.495 1.066 0.494 0.484 0.490 0.481
400 0.483 1.347 0.483 0.478 0.483 0.476
1000 0.487 2.035 0.487 0.486 0.487 0.487
Note: Emboldened entries indicate the best forecasting performance among all feasible methods (not
including the oracle QR).
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Table 3.3: Forecasting performance with mixed-root predictors (τ = (0.7, 0.8, 0.9))
τ=0.7 n QR M-average lasso adaptive lasso adaptive lasso oracle QR
GIC BIC
FQSE 100 0.408 3.105 0.372 0.363 0.391 0.233
200 0.236 6.344 0.227 0.223 0.238 0.146
400 0.111 11.817 0.109 0.092 0.113 0.062
1000 0.047 30.922 0.047 0.031 0.040 0.026
R̂2 100 0.000 -6.619 0.087 0.109 0.041 0.428
200 0.000 -25.912 0.036 0.053 -0.008 0.382
400 0.000 -105.148 0.017 0.173 -0.020 0.442
1000 0.000 -655.091 0.011 0.351 0.158 0.440
L 100 0.483 0.706 0.476 0.459 0.479 0.465
200 0.455 0.948 0.452 0.443 0.455 0.436
400 0.435 1.202 0.435 0.431 0.435 0.430
1000 0.440 1.791 0.440 0.439 0.440 0.441
τ=0.8 n QR M-average lasso adaptive lasso adaptive lasso oracle QR
GIC BIC
FQSE 100 0.445 3.339 0.399 0.433 0.422 0.254
200 0.271 6.924 0.256 0.252 0.276 0.155
400 0.127 13.258 0.126 0.106 0.116 0.075
1000 0.052 35.315 0.051 0.034 0.619 0.031
R̂2 100 0.000 -6.495 0.105 0.027 0.054 0.431
200 0.000 -24.596 0.053 0.067 -0.021 0.426
400 0.000 -103.460 0.010 0.166 0.086 0.412
1000 0.000 -680.204 0.008 0.335 -10.934 0.403
L 100 0.407 0.564 0.405 0.390 0.407 0.384
200 0.376 0.743 0.372 0.362 0.375 0.359
400 0.356 0.951 0.355 0.350 0.355 0.346
1000 0.361 1.388 0.360 0.358 0.378 0.360
τ=0.9 n QR M-average lasso adaptive lasso adaptive lasso oracle QR
GIC BIC
FQSE 100 0.667 3.773 0.585 0.527 0.647 0.384
200 0.363 8.009 0.339 0.334 0.356 0.221
400 0.185 15.585 0.180 0.152 0.179 0.109
1000 0.075 43.014 0.074 0.051 4.467 0.044
R̂2 100 0.000 -4.659 0.122 0.209 0.029 0.424
200 0.000 -21.065 0.067 0.081 0.019 0.392
400 0.000 -83.346 0.025 0.175 0.033 0.412
1000 0.000 -572.164 0.015 0.320 -58.523 0.411
L 100 0.289 0.348 0.283 0.265 0.285 0.264
200 0.250 0.435 0.250 0.247 0.252 0.237
400 0.233 0.570 0.232 0.225 0.233 0.218
1000 0.230 0.802 0.229 0.227 0.315 0.229
Note: Emboldened entries indicate the best forecasting performance among all feasible methods (not
including the oracle QR).
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Appendix for Chapter 1
Proof of Lemma 1.3.1. The proof of Lemma 1.3.1 is standard in the literature. Here
we give a sketch of the proof. Under the null hypothesis, Lagrange multiplier λ in the GEL


















Following Newey and Smith (2004) (proof of Theorem 3.2), we expand our first order















To proof theorem 1.3.1, we use Lemma A1, A2, Theorem 3.1, and Theorem 3.2 of Newey
and Smith (2004). Let gi(θ) = zi(yi − f(xi, β))−∆ = gi(β)−∆. θ0 = (β0, Cδ/
√
n) denotes
the true parameter of θ, and θ̂ = (β0, 0).
Lemma A.0.1 (Newey and Smith (2004, Lemma A1)) If Assumption 1.3.1 is satis-
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fied, then for any 1/α < ζ < 1/2 and Λn = {λ : ||λ|| ≤ n−ζ}, supβ∈B,λ∈Λn |λ′gi(β)|
p−→ 0.
Lemma A.0.2 (Newey and Smith (2004, Lemma A2)) If Assumption 1.3.1 is satis-









exists w.p.a.1, and λ̂ = Op(n
−1/2).
Proof. Let g(β) = E[g(x, β)]. By uniform weak law of large numbers (UWL):
sup
βinB
||g(β)− g(β)|| p−→ 0.
According to Assumption 1.3.1, E(g(x, β0)) = Cδ/
√
n. By triangle inequalities, g(β0) =
Op(n
−1/2).








exists w.p.a.1. Hence, following the argument of Lemma A2 in Newey and Smith (2004), we
have ||λ̂|| = Op(n−1/2).
Proof of Theorem 1.3.1. Let η = (λ, β, δ), and β0 denote for the true value of β. Consid-
ering different values of η, we specify η0 = (0, β0, Cδ/
√
n), η∗ = (0, β0, 0), and η̂ = (λ̂, β0, 0),





































ng +G2Cδ + op(1). (A.5)
Since ∂P (η̂)
∂λ





























nΩ−1g + Ω−1G2Cδ + op(1). (A.8)


































−1g −G′1Ω−1G2Cδ + op(1). (A.12)














Lemma A.0.3 Given δ = Cδ/
√







−1g −G′2Ω−1G2Cδ + op(1). (A.14)
Proof of Theorem 1.3.2. By Theorem 1.3.1 and Lemma A.0.3, we have
D̂β − Σ̂12Σ̂−12 D̂δ = (G′1Ω−1 − Σ12Σ−12 G′2Ω−1)g + op(1). (A.15)
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By Lindberg-Levy CLT, the adjusted score function of β therefore converges to a zero-
mean normal distribution that is not affected by δ:
√
n(D̂β − Σ̂12Σ̂−12 D̂δ)
d−→ N(0,Σ12Σ−12 Σ′12). (A.16)
Proof of Theorem 1.3.2. This proof is similar to the proof of 1.3.1 except that the
parameter θ1 needs to be estimated.





[ρ(λ′gi(θ1, θ20, 0))]. For different val-
ues of λ and θ3, we specify η0 = (0, θ10, θ20, C/
√
n), η∗ = (0, θ10, θ20, 0), and η̂ = (λ̂, θ̂1, θ20, 0).






























ng +G3C + op(1). (A.18)
Since ∂P (η̂)
∂λ































nG1(θ10 − θ̂1) + op(1). (A.20)






nG1(θ̂1 − θ10) + op(1). (A.21)





























n) + op(1), (A.22)
⇒
√
nG′1λ̂ = op(1). (A.23)
Substituting equation(A.21) into equation(A.23), we can obtain
√





−1G3C + op(1). (A.24)
Then by (A.24) and (A.21), there is
√
nλ̂ =− (Ω−1 − Ω−1G1(G′1Ω−1G1)−1G′1Ω−1)
√
ng
+ Ω−1(G3C −G1(G′1Ω−1G1)−1G′1Ω−1G3C) + op(1). (A.25)
Since the adjusted score function can be expressed as






d−→ N(0,Σ22 − Σ23Σ−133 Σ32), (A.27)
by the Lindeberg-Levy CLT.
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Appendix B
Appendix for Chapter 2
The I(0) xt case is covered by Fitzenberger (1997, Theorem 3.3) so in this Section, we
provide MBB lemmas for MI-I(1) cases where the IVX variables are less persistent than the
predictors, i.e., δ < min(α, 1).






t denote the normalized average of the ith resampled block under











i ≥ 1. Each of the normalized block sums, after the IVX-filtration, will satify CLT as b→∞.
However, to provide MBB consistency, the cross-product of some higher moments should be
reasonably bounded (Proof of Lemma A.4). One sufficient condition for this is b = O(kn),
which is given in Assumption 2.4.1.
Lemma B.0.4 The second moment of the normalized instruments, Z†t , is bounded for all t:
E(Z†2t ) = O(1). (B.1)
Proof of Lemma B.0.4. Recall that Z†t := k
−1/2
n z̃t. By construction, the process z̃t can
be decomposed as:















































































































































































































































































































































































j−1ψτ (u0jτ )E(ψτ (u0iτ )|Fi−1)
)
= 0, (B.5)






































t . From Lemma B.0.5, if P
∗(Ỹ †1 = B
†
j ) = 1/q,

























nz uxi be a mildly integrated instrument that satisfies
zt = Rnzzt−1 + uxt, t ∈ {1, ..., n}, z0 = 0.




























Proof of Lemma B.0.6. Under Assumption 2.3.1, for all 1 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ n,




xt|Ft−1)] = E(u2xt) = O(1). (B.8)
Let σ2∗xi ≡ σ2xi−Eσ2xi denote the centered random variable of σxi. Note that under Assumption
2.3.1, the process {σ2∗xi} is a α-mixing sequence of size −rr−2 for r > 2, and E|σ
2∗
xt |r < ∞ for
all t = 1, ..., n. Hence, by the mixing inequality in Fan and Yao (2003, Theorem 2.17), for






≤ C2j ≤ sup
1≤j≤b
C2j = O(b). (B.9)
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B†2i →p τ(1− τ)Vcxz. (B.12)




















































































































































































































≡ (I)− (II) + 2 · (III)− 2 · (IV ).
(1) Using the fact that q = n − b + 1 and b = o(n), we can obtain that q
n

















2 →p E(m†2t ) = τ(1− τ)Vcxz, as n→∞.




























































































































Equation (B.15) makes use of the fact that, for 1 ≤ t ≤ s ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ b− 1,
E(mt|Ft−1) = Zt−1E[ψτ (u0tτ )|Ft−1] = 0, (B.17)
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and
E(mtmt+jmsms+j) = E[mtmt+jmsE(ms+j|Fs+j−1)] = 0. (B.18)







2 = O(n). Re-



























































































Next, by Assumption 2.3.1 and 2.4.1 and Lemma B.0.6, we can obtain the order of each












for m=1, 2, 3, 4, and the fact that Rt−knz ≤ 1 and Rt−kn ≤ 1, for all 0 ≤ k ≤ t ≤ n.








































































Using the fact that E(u2xt) = O(1) and E(uxtuxs) = 0 for 1 ≤ s 6= t ≤ n, by the dominated










































Next, under Assumption 2.3.1 and 2.4.1,
(In1-(i)) if i 6= k 6= h 6= s, E(uxiuxkuxhuxs) = 0. Thus In1 = 0.










R4(t−i)nz ·O(1) = O(nδ).

















≤ O(n2δ) · [E(u4xi)E(u4xh)]1/2
= O(n2δ) ·O(1) = O(n2δ).















≤ O(n2δ) · [E(u4xi)E(u2xiu2xs)]1/2
≤ O(n2δ) ·O(1) = O(n2δ).
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Let p = (1− 2/r′−1, r < r′ < r + γ/2, for some small γ > 0. Assumption 2.3.1 implies that
there exists η such that α(d) ≤ η · d
−r
r−2 for all d = 0, 1, 2, .... By the covariance inequality in
Proposition (2.5) of Fan and Yao (2003) and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain
E(u2xiuxhuxs) = Cov(u
2











η · [min(|i− h|, |i− s|)]
−r
r−2
}1−2/r′ · C1/r′1 · [E(u2r′xh )E(u2r′xs )] 12r′
≤ 8η1−
2





= M · [min(|i− h|, |i− s|)]
−r(r′−2)





Let d1 = |i− h|, d2 = |i− s|, and λ = −r(r
′−2)
r′(r−2) . By definition, λ < −1. Using (B.20), (B.23)
and the fact that
n∑
di=1
































































































= O(n2δ) +O(n2δ) = O(n2δ). (B.25)



































































































































In order to find the order of In2, we note that
91
(In2-(i)) if i 6= k 6= s 6= g, E(uxiuxkuxsuxg) = 0. Thus In2 = 0.
























































≤ O(n2δ) ·O(nα) ·O(1) = O(n2δ+α).



























≤ O(n2δ) ·O(nα) ·O(1) = O(n2δ+α).











































































































































































= O(n2δ+α) +O(n2δ+α) = O(n2δ+α). (B.30)



























































































































































To obtain the order of In3, we show that
(In3-(i)) if i 6= h 6= m 6= r, E(uxiuxhuxmuxr) = 0. Thus In3 = 0.
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≤ O(nα+δ)O(nα+δ) +O(n2δ)O(nα+δ) = O(n2α+2δ).

























































































































































































































































































































































































































To obtain the order of In6, we show that
(In6-(i)) if i 6= k 6= m 6= r, E(uxiuxkuxmuxr) = 0. Thus In6 = 0.










































































































































































































































































≤O(nα+δ)O(nα+2δ) +O(nα+δ)O(nα+2δ) = O(n2α+3δ).


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































To obtain the order of In9, we show that
(In9-(i)) if f 6= k 6= m 6= r, E(uxfuxkuxmuxr) = 0. Thus In9 = 0.




































































































































































































































































≤ O(nα+2δ)O(nα+2δ) +O(nα+2δ)O(nα+2δ) = O(n2α+4δ).

























Therefore, by (B.26), (B.31), (B.34), (B.36), (B.38), (B.41), (B.43), (B.46), (B.49), and the












































) = op(1). (B.50)
















n+1−j+i). Let t = j−i,
1 ≤ t ≤ b− 1− i. By (B.50) and the fact that b = o(n),
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Therefore, we can obtain that (IV ) = op(1).












s) = Op(1). (B.51)
Proof of Lemma B.0.8. Using Lemma B.0.4 and the conditional moment restriction









































s−1ψτ (usτ )E(ψτ (utτ )|Ft−1)]
= Op(1) + 0
= Op(1).
Definition B.0.1 (Uniform Integrability) [Serfling (1980, page 13)]





E{|Yn|1(|Yn| > c)} = 0.
Lemma B.0.9 (Lemma B of Serfling (1980, page 15))
Suppose that Xn →d X and limnE|Xn|r = E|X|r < ∞ for r > 0. Then the sequence {Xrn}
is uniformly integrable.
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ψτ (utτ )xt−1 =⇒ N
(

































































Vxx. See also Kostakis et al (2014, Lemma
B.4). I(1) case is already discussed in Section 3.1 so is omitted.
















f̃utτ ,t−1 (0) Z̃t−1,nZ̃
′
t−1,n,







































N (0, τ(1− τ)Vcxz) for (MI) and (I1).
Thus, the desired result follows.
Theorem B.0.2 (Stability Condition) Let m̄∗†` denote the average of resampled data




t . Under the assumptions 2.2.1, 2.3.1 and 2.4.1,
`V ar∗(m̄∗†` )→p τ(1− τ)Vcxz, as n→∞. (B.52)
Proof of Theorem B.0.2. Using the fact that Ỹ †i are iid under P
∗, we can observe








= V ar∗(Ỹ †1 ).
By Corollary B.0.1 and the fact that P ∗(Ỹ †1 = B
†
j ) = 1/q, 1 ≤ j ≤ q,







































































), and that b = o(n),




















→p τ(1− τ)Vcxz. (B.57)






























≡ An − 2Cn +Dn.
Next we will show: (a) An →p τ(1− τ)Vcxz; (b) Cn →p 0; (c) Dn →p 0.



































































= op(1)Op(1) = op(1).




t)→D Gτ (Lee (2016), Lemma A.2), where
Gτ =







N (0, τ(1− τ)Vcxz), for (MI) and (I1),
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and Gτ is a continuous distribution, by Polyā’s Theorem,
sup
x∈R
∣∣∣P(√n(m̄†n − Em†t) ≤ x)−Gτ (x)∣∣∣→p 0, as n→∞. (B.63)
Hence, it is suffices to show that
sup
x∈R
∣∣∣P ∗(√`(m̄∗†` − m̄†n) ≤ x)−Gτ (x)∣∣∣→p 0, as n→∞. (B.64)



























|Ỹ †i − E∗Ỹ
†




, for λ > 0. Using the
fact that Ỹ †i , i = 1, 2, ...,m are iid under P
∗, and that P ∗(Ỹ †1 = B
†
j ) = 1/q, 1 ≤ j ≤ q, for





























































































( ∣∣∣B†i ∣∣∣ > (λ/2)√m)] = 0, (B.66)
and by Lemma B.0.5, and b = o(n), q = O(1), E(m†t)
2 = O(1), for 1 ≤ t ≤ n, E(m†im
†
j) = 0,













































































































For fixed i = 1, ..., q, E(m†t)













































→ 0, as m→∞,







( ∣∣∣B†i ∣∣∣ > (λ/2)√m)] = 0,
where m = n
b
→∞, as n→∞.












( ∣∣∣m∗†t − E∗m∗†t ∣∣∣ > λ√`)} = op(1), as n→∞. (B.67)
Next, by Lindeberg’s Central Limit Theorem, using Theorem B.0.2, along with the Lin-
deberg’s condition (B.67), yields that the conditional distribution of
√
`(m̄∗†` − m̄†n) given
(m†1, ...,m
†
n) converges to Gτ , as n→∞. Hence, by Polyā’s Theorem, (B.64) follows.




t−1(β − βτ ), θ̂τ := β̂τ − βτ ,








tτ − z̃∗′t−1θ̂τ ),
and






t−1ψτ (utτ − z̃′t−1θ̂τ ).
We prove the following claims 1-6 and derive the main results.
1. β̂∗τ − βτ →P 0: Following the argument in Fitzenberger (1997, proof of Theorem 3.3),
we obtain:
β̂∗τ − β̂τ →P ∗ 0.












t−1ψτ (utτ )] =⇒ Gτ under P ∗, where
Gτ =







N (0, τ(1− τ)Vcxz), for (MI) and (I1).





t−1ψτ (utτ ) + n
1/2λn(β̂τ ) = op(1): This is shown in Lee (2016, proof of
Theorem 3.1, (A.1)).
4. λ∗`(βτ ) = λn(βτ ) +O(b/n), 5. ∂λ
∗
`(βτ )/∂βτ = ∂λn(βτ )/∂βτ +O(b/n): These two results
directly follow from Fitzenberger (1997, proof of Theorem 3.3), using argument in Lemma







tτ ) + `
1/2λ∗`(β̂
∗
τ ) = op(1): Recall that

























Z∗†t−1{ψτ (u∗tτ − z̃∗′t−1θ̂∗τ )− Et−1ψτ (u∗tτ − z̃∗′t−1θ̂∗τ ) (B.70)




















tτ ) + op(1). (B.73)
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The main results of Theorem 2.4.2 now follow by claims 1-6. Note that, by the Taylor
expansion of λn(β̂
∗






















τ − β̂τ ) + op(β̂∗τ − β̂τ ) +O(b/n) (by 3).
Then plug this result of λ∗`(β̂
∗










































t−1(β̂τ − βτ ))
]
(`kn)
1/2(β̂∗τ − β̂τ ) (B.77)
+ (`kn)
1/2(β̂∗τ − β̂τ )k−1/2n op(1) + op(1) (B.78)
=G∗τ,n − M̃β̂τ ,n · (`kn)
1/2(β̂∗τ − β̂τ ) + op(1) (B.79)
where Z†t−1 = z̃t−1/
√




















→D Gτ under P ∗ by 2,
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and
























Vcxz, for (MI) and (I1).
Therefore, the results in Theorem 2.4.2 follows.
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Appendix C
Appendix for Chapter 3















δβj (τ)sgn(β0,j(τ)1(β0,j(τ) 6= 0) + |δ
β









Since β̃j(τ) is a QR estimate of β0,j(τ), we have n(β̃j(τ) − β0,j(τ)) = Op(1), so that
ωj = |β0,j(τ)+Op(1/n)|γ, for j = 1, ..., p. Thus, under the assumption 1/(λnnγ−1)+λn/n→ 0
as n→∞, if β0,j(τ) 6= 0, by Slutsky’s theorem,
Zn,j(δ
β












= o(1) ·Op(1) · δβj (τ)sgn(β0,j(τ)) = op(1).
If β0,j(τ) = 0,
Zn,j(δ
β
j (τ), βj(τ)) =
λn
nωj












j (τ) = 0,





j (τ), βj(τ))→p Zj(δ
β
j (τ) , βj(τ)) =

0, if β0,j(τ) 6= 0,
0, if β0,j(τ) = 0 and δ
β
j (τ) = 0,
∞, if β0,j(τ) = 0 and δβj (τ) 6= 0.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. By Lemma 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, we can easily show





j (τ), βj(τ)) := V (δ(τ)). (C.2)
Since Vn(δ(τ)) is convex and V (δ(τ)) has a unique minimum, we obtain (Geyer (1996),
Knight and Fu (2000))
arg minδVn(δ(τ))→d arg minδV (δ(τ)). (C.3)
Following Knight and Fu (2000) and Koenker (2005), we can partition β(τ) = ( β1(τ)
′, β2(τ)
′)′
so that β1(τ) is a q-vector containing all non-zeros, and β2(τ) is a (p − q)-vector of zeros.



















Suppose that V (δ(τ)) is minimized at δ2(τ) = 0, then it follows that
−Wα + 2δα(τ)Cα + 2δ1(τ)Cα1 = 0, (C.4)
−W1 + 2δ1(τ)C1 + 2δα(τ)Cα1 = 0, (C.5)
−W2 + 2δα(τ)Cα2 + 2δ1(τ)C12 = 0. (C.6)









to the limiting problem with δ2(τ) = 0 if and only if
Cα2 (WαC1 −W1Cα1) + C12 (W1Cα −WαCα1)
CαC1 − C2α1
= W2. (C.7)
Since condition (C.7) holds with positive probability, there is a positive probability that
V (δ(τ)) is estimated at δ2(τ) = 0 . Thus, by (C.3) we have
δ̂2(τ)→d 0.




)′ with δβA0(τ) := {δ
β
j (τ) : j ∈ A0}. By Lemma 3.2.1, we















where δ̂A0(τ) = Dn,A0(θ̂A0(τ)− θ0,A0(τ)). Therefore we prove the asymptotic distribution of
ALQR estimators.
Next, we show the oracle property of consistent selection. Let Ân = {j : θ̂j(τ) 6= 0},
j ∈ A0. It suffices to show that
(I) Pr(j ∈ Ân)→ 1, for j ∈ A0;
(II) Pr(j ∈ Ân)→ 0, for j /∈ A0.
We note that (I) is a direct result of the asymptotic property shown above, thus to complete
the proof it suffices to show (II). Assume λn,j > 0 , for j = 1, ..., p. The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
conditions for the adaptive lasso penalized optimazation in (3.3) implies that estimator β̂j(τ)
must satisfy the condition:
n∑
t=1
xt−1,jψτ (ûtτ ) = λn,jkj, (C.9)
where ûtτ = yt −X ′t−1θ̂(τ) and kj ∈ ∂||β̂(τ)||1/∂βj(τ), the j-th element of a subgradient of
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∣∣∣∣∣ = λn,j. (C.10)





















































































→ 0 for j /∈ A0.
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′ : (p+1)×1, X∗ =
(





n × (p + 1), z = (z0, ..., zn−1)′ : n × pz, v1 = (v10, ..., v1,n−1)′ : n × p1, xc2 = (xc20, ..., xc2,n−1)′ :
n× p2, x = (x0, ..., xn−1)′ : n× px, Ψτ (u) = (ψτ (u1τ ), ..., ψτ (unτ ))′ : n× 1.
Define a transformation matrix
H(p+1)×(p+1) =

1 0 0 0 0
0 Ipz 0 0 0
0 0 Ip1 0 0
0 0 A′1 Ip2 0




1 0 0 0 0
0 Ipz 0 0 0
0 0 Ip1 0 0
0 0 −A′1 Ip2 0







1 0 0 0 0
0 Ipz 0 0 0
0 0 Ip1 A1/
√
n 0
0 0 0 Ip2 0
0 0 0 0 Ipx

→ Ip+1,
X∗H−1 = (1n×1, z, v1, x
c
2, x) : n× (p+ 1).
Note that by applying transformation matrix H to matrix X∗ of mixed roots, the unit root
predictors can be well separated from the stationary and cointegrated regressors. With
appropriate normalization, we then can easily obtain the limiting distribution of the QR
estimators for the stationary, conintegrated, and unit root regressors, respectively.
Since
D∗−1n X





X∗′Ψτ (u) = (D
∗−1
n H

























′D∗n) ·D∗−1n (X∗H−1)′∗H−1)D∗−1n · (D∗nHD∗−1n )
]−1











]−1 ·D∗−1n (X∗H−1)′Ψτ (u).
As in Lee (2016), we can obtain the limiting distribution of the QR estimator in (3.8) by

































































































Therefore, the result of Theorem 3.2.2 then follows.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.3. By definition, ξ̃(τ) is the conventional QR estimator of model
(3.8),



















































































































· δ̃(τ) + op(δ̃(τ)). (C.18)





















































X∗t−1ψτ (utτ ). (C.19)
As in the Proof of Theorem 3.2.2, we can apply the transformation matrix H to matrix
X∗ of mixed roots in equation (C.19), and divide regressors in X∗t into three parts: constant,
































0 · · · 0 fεn,n−1 (F−1εn (τ))
 : n× n,
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ε (τ))− fε(F−1ε (τ))
)∣∣∣∣∣∣ = op(1),

















these cross-product terms of z+t−1 and x
+
t−1 in equation (C.20 converge to zero in probability.
Proof of Thoerem 3.2.4. (1) We first show the asymptotic distribution of the ALQR
estimator ξ̂(τ). Let δ = D∗n(ξ(τ) − ξ0(τ)) and δ− = D∗n(ξ−(τ) − ξ−0 (τ)). We also use D∗n,j
to denote the j-th diagonal component of D∗n. The estimator ξ̂(τ) in (3.13) is equivalent to
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|ξ0,j + δ−j /D∗n,j| − |ξ0,j|
]
(C.21)
:= V1n(δ) + V2n(δ
−) = Vn(δ). (C.22)
Following Theorem 3.2.2, it is easy to show that
V1n(δ)⇒ V1(δ) =
 −δ′W ∗ + δ′C∗δ, if ut ∼conditional homoskedastic,−δ′W † + δ′C†δ, if ut ∼conditional heteroskedastic. (C.23)
























Since ξ̃j is a QR estimate of ξ0,j, we have D
∗
n,j(ξ̃j − ξ0,j) = Op(1). We then discuss the
asymptotic properties of Zn,j(δ
−
j , ξj) for different types of regressors:
(a) For ξj ∈ z+:
The result D∗n,j(ξ̃j − ξ0,j) = Op(1) implies that ωj = |ξ0,j + Op(1/n1/2)|γ, for j = 1, ..., p.
Thus, under the assumption that 1/(λnn
(γ−1)/2) + λn/n
















= o(1) ·Op(1) · δ−j sgn(ξ0,j) = op(1).
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If ξ0,j = 0,
Zn,j(δ
−
j , ξj) =
λn
n1/2ωj

















j , ξj)→p Zj(δ−j , ξj) =

0, if ξ0,j 6= 0,
0, if ξ0,j = 0 and δ
−
j = 0,
∞, if ξ0,j = 0 and δ−j 6= 0.
(b) For ξj ∈ x+:
The result D∗n,j(ξ̃j − ξ0,j) = Op(1) implies that ωj = |ξ0,j +Op(1/n)|γ, for j = 1, ..., p. Thus,
under the assumption that 1/(λnn
















= o(1) ·Op(1) · δ−j sgn(ξ0,j) = op(1).
If ξ0,j = 0,
Zn,j(δ
−
j , ξj) =
λn
nωj


















j , ξj)→p Zj(δ−j , ξj) =

0, if ξ0,j 6= 0,
0, if ξ0,j = 0 and δ
−
j = 0,
∞, if ξ0,j = 0 and δ−j 6= 0.
Summarize (a) and (b), we claim that Zn,j(δ
−
j , ξj) →p Zj(δ−j , ξj) given the condition that
1/(λnn
(γ−1)/2)+λn/n











j , ξj) := V (δ). (C.25)
Following the proof in Theorem 3.2.1, we then can obtain the asymptotic distribution of
ξ̂A0(τ) as in Thoerem 3.2.4.
Next, we show the property of consistent selection. It suffices to show that
(I) Pr(j ∈ Ân)→ 1, for j ∈ A0;
(II) Pr(j ∈ Ân)→ 0, for j /∈ A0.
Since (I) is a direct result of the asymptotic property shown above, we will complete
the proof by showing (II). Assume λn,j > 0 , for j = 1, ..., p. The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker




X∗t−1,jψτ (ûtτ ) = λn,jkj, (C.26)
where kj ∈ ∂||ξ̂||1/∂ξj, the j-th element of a subgradient of the `1 norm evaluated at ξ̂. Thus




















































































→ 0 for j /∈ A0.
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